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The Apollo Operations Handbook (AOH) is the primary means of documenting L/4 descrip-
tions and procedures. The AOH is published in two separately bound volumes. This information
is useful in support of program management, engineering, test, flight simulation, and real-
time flight support efforts.
DESCRIPTION
Volume I describes the iN subsystems and equipment.
Volume II contains crew operational procedures: normal, backup, abort, malfunction,
and emergency. These procedures define the sequence of actions necessary for safe and effi-
cient subsystem operation. The procedures are verified during vehicle and component testing
and simulations.
Normal procedures are used vhen all subsystems are operating properly. Backup proce-
dures are used to accomplish the objectives of the normal procedures, when equipment failure
or other anomaly prevents use of the normal procedures. Abort procedures cover crew activity
for abort modes. _tlfunctton procedures provide symptoms, diagnoses, and corrective actions
for subsystem malfunctions. Emersency procedures deal irlth situations that require 4umediate
action to avoid or alleviate a hazardous condition.
Changes to volume IIIvLllbe submitted through MSC CC2. CAC changes will show Justi-
fication and authorization, and rill be submitted to LM Crew Systems for approval.
RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR ORGANIZATION
At CAC, the single point of contact for the procedures in volume II of the AOH is the
Head, LM Crew Systems Croup, Systems Engineering Section, LM Project, Grun_an Aerospace Cor-
poration, Bethpage, N.Y. l171&. The LN Crew Systems Croup is the central coordination and
control agency in providing LN subsystems procedures for use by NASA In training flight crew-
men end mission support personnel. The LN Crew Systems Croup ensures that ell data are









NorBal/backup procedures are presented in the following sequence: basic modular oper-
ational blocks, subgroups of functional tasks or subsystems, and numerlcal sequence within
subgroups. The following paragraphs explain the tabular format.
The "CP.EkMAN" colunn indicates which crew=ember is assigned to perform the specific
procedure• The following abbreviations are used in this column•
CDR .... Co_mander
CHP .... Command Module Pilot
IJ4P .... Lunar Module Pilot
The "P_L" column indicates the location of a particular control or display, by panel
number or equipment designation. (See figure g-1 and E-2.) In addition to the panel numbers,
the following equipment designations are used in this column.
ACA .... attitude controller assembly
ALSEP . . •
AOT ....
ECS ....
HESA . • .
PGA ....
PLSS • • .
RCU ....
TTCA , • ,
UT_ • • • •
+Z27 . . .
Apollo lunar surface experiment package
alias,sent optical telescope
ECS module
modularized equipment stowage assembly
pressure garment assembly





The "PROCEDURES" column contains groups of steps, or overall tasks, involved in per-
forming a coaplete operation.
The "REMARKS" colunn provides the constraints and rationale that support the opera-
tional procedure• The scope of this infore_tion will increase as the procedures are refined
through continued application by GAC and NASA during mission simulations and real-time mission
operations.
Controls end displays are identified by their respective placards• Lengthy placards
have been shortened herein. The following abbreviations are used for controls and displays.
taut It ...... caution annunciator
CB ......... d-c circuit breaker
CB/AC ....... a-c circuit breaker
comp cant It .... component caution light
cont ........ continuous rotary control
ind ........ meter, gage, or digital display
ind ptrr fail It . . indicator power failure light
It ......... light
pb ......... pushbutton svitch (except pushbutton/light)
pb/lt ....... pushbutton/light
eel ........ detent rotary witch
sv ......... toggle switch
tb ......... talkback
tv ......... thumbvheel control
vlv ........ manually operated valve
warn It ...... warning annunciator
NOTE
NASTER_ - on (or off) indicates
that both NASTER ALARM pb/Its and the
audible tone are on (or off).




Contingency procedures comprise abort, ualfunction, and emergency procedures.
Abort Procedures
Abort procedures are not included at this tlme. They may be supplied by NASA at a
later date.
Malfunction Procedures
Malfunction procedures enable recognition of subsystem malfunctions, determination of
their cause, isolation end/or correction of the failure, and determination of the effect on
the subsystem end the nleelon. The procedures cover all significant single failures. To pre-
vent the procedures from bscomin8 complex end unmanageable, double unrelated failures are not
covered. The malfunction procedures are arranged by subsystem, or subsystem section (PGHS,
AGS, CES, DPS, APS, etc), in a three-coluln fonmt explained in the following paragraphs.
The "SYMPTOM" column contains logic blocks that allow entry into the malfunction pro-
cedure. When applicable, data under these blocks explain and qualify the symptom or condition.
The symptoms are arranged numerically within each subsystem or subsystem section.
The "PROCEDURE" column contains a step-by-step logic flow diagram, consisting primarily
of action blocks, decision blocks, end failure blocks that enable failure correction and
isolation. Caution end warning blocks ere included for conditions, which, if not corrected,
may degrade the operational inte_rity of a subsystem or way adversely affect crew safety.
Remote event symbols refer to related remarks, to another step of the procedure, or to a step
in another malfunction procedure.
The "REMARKS" column contains supplemental data related to, and referenced frem, the
logic blocks in the "SYMPTOM" end "PROCEDURE" columns.
Emergency Procedures
Emergency procedures follow the sane format as normal/backup procedures.
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F/sure 4-11. RCS Theoretical Helium Bottle Loadin8 Envelope, Pressure vs Temperature
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Figure 4-14. Subllnator Dryout Time Required
vs Initial Inlet Temperature
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Figure 4-18. Teat Data, Designation Loci To Stable Tracking Angles
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Figure 4-20. Test Data, Rendezvoua P.adsr Shaft Traverses at F£xed Trunnion VaZue8
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Fisure 4-24. Predicted AFS Hellum Tank Temperature Dur£n8 Burn
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NO Att errorzerodurinKmnvr? _ SWFAILEDOPEN.
? AUTOOISCRETEFAILEDON.
All HOLD
• I _lEJN'_'_'_,r4_t,m+ GUIDCONTPATHOF I
I , ........... "_S FOLLOiit@OlSCREF[FAILEDI




Attitude error display lost for af-






Q A_ error como_tatio_sattitude
limitedtoattitudehold.
Q A_ automaticstart/stop MPS
lost. AOS c_outati_s and dis-




Q AII AGSattitude ho_dcapabilities
arelost.
Checkaod resettunersurfacefie|.
If flaE failed set, AGS guidance
steerin| lost.
(:_) C_pehilii7ol B art6_nRini
tudehoedinertial referencesolely
with ACAlost
ff in I_,NS,failureis to_ppl_
Z- axisstun R.ff inAGS,attitude
c4mbe estedlishedonly via
OEDA.
i (_ _ a_ _ bee_a_isbed
a.AllCONT_
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5.2.1 GUIDANCE & CONTROL FLIGHT DISPLAYS
Table 5-1. G&C FIT DISP Procedure Entry Sheet
Sym Page
Symptom No. No.
FDAI act error abnormal
AGS ate error zero when it should be nonzero




FI)AI tot:al act abnormal
FDAI OFF flag appears
Rate display abnormal
Rate sYro test: fails


















The malfunction procedures enable recoRnit£on of subsystem malfunctions, determination of
their cause, correction or isolation of the failure, and determlnatlon of the effect on the
subsystem end the scheduled alsslon. The procedures cover all slgnlflcsnt single failures.
To prevent the procedures frombeco_InS co_lex and unmanaseable, double unrelated failures
are not covered. The malfunctlon procedures are arranged bv subsystem, or subsystem section
(PGNS, ACS, CES, DPS, APS, etc), in a three-coluan fomat as follows:
Symptom. Colujm. Ssmptom logic blocks in this column allow entry into the
malfunction procedure. When applicable, data under these blocks ex, lain
and qualify the svmptmu or condition. The swnptoms are arranged numer-
ically within each subsystem or subsystem section.
Procedure Column. This columncontalns a ste,-by-stev logic flow diagram,
consisting primarily of action blocks, decision blocks, and failure blocks
that enable failure correction and isolation. Caution and warnln_ blocks
are included for conditions, which, if not corrected, n_v degrade the oner-
atlonal intesrlty of a subsvsteu or may adversely affect crew safety.
Remote event symbols refer to related remarks, to another step of the
procedure, or to a step in another malfunction procedure.
Remarks Column. This column contains su,plemental data related to, and
referenced from, the logic blocks in the "SYMPTOM" and "PROCEDURE" column.
i
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5.2.2 pRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION

































































PROGIt - on (00515)?
YES
5 1 Ck RR CDU.

































1 _JCWEAOR LGCOUTPUT m























I 121 ICDUD/A ckI
I •MODE CaNT(PGNS)- .(_EE

































03777 elf thrusting, completeburn 04777
before continuing. 10777 "----"_ I _ e'_ I
, 13777
• V16N20E 07777 100777
•Mnvr LM: I..__


















(_)_" _ ,compare_NS&AGSFDAItotalart& DSKY
R3+00325














NO TRACK also be butIt may on,
(_oesnot represent malfunctionif
lock-onhasnotbeenachieved.
Q Occurs without NOTRACKIt. LGC
witlnotprocessRRdata.
O Subsequent ISS malfunction indi-
cations lost.
Q Following alarm codesare gener-
ated by listedfailures:
04777- PIPAandICDUfailure
10777- PIPAand IMU failure
13777-IMU andICDUfailure
14777- PIPA,IMU,and ICDUfailure
If anyof these alarmcodesoccur,
proceed sequentiallyto each of
steps listed. A "NO" answer to
each step indicatesthat transient
discretewasgenerated.
Q Alarm blank N2O Ifmay display.
so, reset alarmandkey V16 N20E
for comparisonwith total attitude
display.
Q cb (11)S/C:AEA- close
®




Art errorsignal NO NO
Total art to FDAI YES YES
Gimbalanglesto LGC NO YES







(_ LGCcan perform re-functionsnot
quiring IMU inputs. After each
thrustingmaneuver,state vectors
mustbeupdatedviaP27.
Q LGC and control ofmonitoring
thrusting lost.
_Ht_guardmy be mmml to
side paation for duration of twain
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NO_2 ] Input_anoV0] NIOE30E
















I ,, M4] Ckglmbalangles.I
l I eYl6N20E

















































or eMonitor FOAl belly hand,
I withrespect to colorband









p DSKY RELAYFAILURE I
3 I BealiEnIMU. l
*Perform P51 to establish art ireference.

















R1 readootof O, I, 2, 3 indicates
IMU temperatureis within limits.
G_ & CSperformancewill beml#f-
facted by IMU mJt-.of-toierznoe
temperaturefor at least 15 rain-
ores. Critical maneuverscan be
conductedwithin Ibis time. IMU
stab loop and velocity measure-






CONDITION I evaluateperformance. I
_a Power up. l Ill
--_ NO L_ FAILURE
n LGCbe Im_veredup?
YES l
J._ B.._ InputchanCk*VII NIOE Q {Ill
CWEA OR OSiIYRELAYFA,L-














side of FOAlroll bezel.wouldindi-
cate IMU middleglmbal angle>
75=.
Transientconditioncould haveexis-
tedeither in LGCor CWEA
(_ DSKYrelaythat turnsDeLGC# dis*
ables Oro torquingand PIPAcapa-
bility. Hence,LGCmonitori_ and
control of both TVC_ RCS It-
titnde maneuverslost.
(_A_empt repeweringLGCby open-
mE and reclosing cb (I]) PGNS:
LGC/DSKY.
(_Rendout of O, 1, 4, 5 indicatesLGC
fail signalto CWEA.















;*Parity fail wit either be in E-
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ALT ALT It & VEL ItCondition?
- flashing
YELLOW I STEADY _ _S
Light on steady if: _ VEL
LR range data-good
discrete not present
when LGC tries to LeJ
















Altitude display on I
ALT/ALT RATE OK? J
IN°
ptom remains after Pnl - I POSSIBLE ERRONEOUS LR
"-I I LOWSCA_E
_YES
_'_eRADAR: TEST MON _ALT IYEt_
wRAOAR: TEST, MON -VEL
4 1-xMTR-
RADAR. SIGNAL STRENGTH _ _ RADAR SIO_,ALSTRENGTH
I >21' J I >2]?
1"° 1"°®o





























eMODE SEL -LDG RADAR I IoRADAR TEST - OFF
I I wV5BE -- I IwALT It-on steady (= 6
I l oRAOAR TEST- LOG { i sec?)
/ -- I I oMonitor R1/XH in N63
/ Self-test altitude correct I YESl eV57E when _H is satis-




- on,torR, ,n INO
- N63._ LR/LGC INTERFACE FAILURE II 2B;;Tm_T
YES
®
 1,iOo R,e,f*e,*.v,,, 1I .RADAR TEST-LOG .V57E I| Test OK?
I MonitorALT/ALT RATE)
lNo
p LR PALLED j
®
I FLASHING_[21 _I -- Preceded by steady VEL It POSSIBLE CROSS-LOBE Activate forced tracker
I °rALTitals°flashng? I i LOCK-ON I [ searoh.WaitI sec. --NO wRADAR TEST - LDGoRADAR TEST -OFF
5e,._ Do LR SelfTest wVEL It- on stead-y-
oRATE ERRMON - LD._.GG Q_ I (_6sec);then°ff
RDR,CMPTR ._ IoMODE SEL - LOG RADARwRNGIALT MON -ALT/ oRADAR TEST -
ALT RT -- oV57E
wRADAR TEST -LDG
A]Utude rate and/or hori-
zontal velocities (on ALT/ VrR I v ! 1ALT RATEand/or X pointer)obvionsJybad? I LR VELOCITY FAILURE
(r)
I # I I NO1s I I I _ I ocbPGNS:LDGPOe- I ^ I mI II--'J_f°reaver°geg_"P63TI'_'J''J....... I _ cycEe IN_I=-, m
I i j O_NBIALI _N-ALTI , r I" • _ * It .AI _ • POSSIBLE ERRONEOUS LR I
• ' t _ --_- I I bympiom remains ar.er zu I I ,rt_ e..A_ c I
] YES I eMODE SEL- LOG RADAR I Isec? YES I I ....... II / AlUtude rate dispie'--";-- I
/ Lchangmg?'YES I TEST/MO"-VELI, CO®
112I ! I _ NO HR VELOCITYDEGRADEDI
r OsKYRELAYFAILUREI I I _ ............... I"_! OrFAILEO" I
l It,I O°LR!::STes'"
I DSKY RELAY FAILEDOR I I ÙVSBE
ILR/LGC'NTERFACEFA'LUREI I :_ATD_RTESTo-NL_--CLGDG (_)
I l RDR/CMPTRd h 15
I Altitude rate an / .... i- NO _ I
. . yEol zontal velocities (on ALT/ _ eRADAR TEST- OFF I
/R vr/nrm v EAILURn _ ALT RATEand/or X pointer - I ,vs,, -- I| ......... | I °bvi°uslybad? | "" I
PROCEDURE




LR antenna position No I -
about 7000 to 5000 feet
LR antenna positionNo 2 -
about 350 to 150 feet
Altitude reasonabe_eness test is
performed only after high gate
limitations below h*ghTime
gate may not permit test
Q LR self-test cannot determine
cause Symptom may be temp-
orary due to causes such as
those listedin SYMPTOM col-
umn.
Q ossible data interface failure
(_ Assumption:RO4 isnot running
Capability of updating LGC with
LR data is lost.
If transmitter corona IS SUS"
pect.cb PGNS: LDG ROR -cycle
If transmitter power or receiver
sensitivity for beams No I 2
or 4 is degraded altitude data-
good may be Iate
Expected zero Doppler reglon_:
LR antenna position No 1 -
about 7000 to 5000 feet
LR antenna position No 2 -
about 350 to I50 feet
Q Velocity reasonableness test iS
performed when velocity <6000
fps ;all the time_
lR self-test cannot determine
cause Symptom may be temp-
orary due to causes such as
those listed in SYMPTOM col-
umn
Q data interface failure.Possible
Q Possible impact on ability to use
a_titude data.
R04 is notAssumption: running
If transmitter receiverpower or
sensitivity for beam No 1, 2.
or 3 is degraded, velocity data-
good may be late ti beam NO. i
and/or 2 is affected,altitude
data wilt also be late.
If transmitter isCoTona sus-
pect, cb PGNS: LOGRDR -cycle.
is no onboard capabilityThere
for distinguishing between tail-
ures Continue and monitor
other data sources If data-go_
-discrete interface failed, LR
data are not processed.
are obvious, testUnless resuHs
is inconclusi'_e without report
ofdownlink from MSFN.
c.:_)ou_5.%oa













I NO TRACK 0 , 7J


































































"RNOZRADARSL RNDZRDRIt - Off? NOTRACKIt - on? RRFAILUREFAILDETECTCKT
NO _ IT RRxmtrck
oRADARTEST/MON- XMTR C4_
PWe NO_ !
Signa(strength>l.B? _ RRDEGRADEDORFAILED |
YES
II
p CSM AT[ OR _,_ CSMverifiesart & ]XPNOERPROBLEM xpederOK?





eRe_uest CSMRNOZ l Range&rangerate display I
XPNORHEATER , l
wRADARTEST-RND_...ZZ , OK? I
(wait 15sec) _ YES
' YES
t TESTOK? .,_17] .RADAR TEST-OFF I
T
tN° _ I .R=estCSMRNOZ
-,, " "'_ I x_oK-_w_
_RANGE TRACKER FAILURJ + I




_J GUIDCONT? _-_Ib 22, Reacquirn ! "-__
eAttemptAUTO& MAN
AGS acquisitionvia P20RNUZRDR& NOTRACKIts-
241 Reacquire ioft? '_
wAttemptAGSacquis=tron 1 NO
steering& manuallock on T
RNDZROR& NOTRACKIts- ,_ i i_ _
oft? [YES ' RR FAILURE. I
I AUTO TRACK _ =
I mRNDZRADAR-SLE.W





. _.J NOTRACKIt-off? F 31JRNG CKT TRANSIENT(AND/
_NO ORRNDZRDRLT FAILEDom l
[._J .v]1 NIOE33ERIABCD NO i._ (_'






RNDZ RDflC/W monitor capability
lost. Use NO TRACKIt.
Continuetronble_onting
ff anton_ais drifting or oscillating
almomally,a singlegyrohasfailed.
GYROSEL- _C and rea_ire.
To check for rndz radarpos=b_e
corona p_obleet or frequency
tracker lock-on to SpuriOUsra-
diation, cyclecb (]]) PGNS:RNDZ
RDRoff for _lO sec.
KeyV95E (in LGCmode)before in-
. itiating serf-tast or go to AUTO
TRACK.
maintaintracking pro-RRwill nod
vide good rangerate data, r,J_fft




All RndzradardataOK butRR data
good missingand LGC will not
acceptdata
Data OK to LGCand display.Use
RNG/ALTpwr/sig fail It, TRACKER
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4 J Clock ck
oV2] N27E
0E






























• Verify R1 = R2 or
RI & R2 = 77777
If not:
Record RI & R2.





oTerminate use of LGC
(_
I










YEsI RR TRUNNION OR SHAF[ i
:_ NO I, LGClt-off? ,-_ CDUCOUNTER FAILED I
I
























• UP DATALINK- OFF or 19
VOICEBU YES LiNK COUNTER FAILED
LDC It-off?
I NO
i_Gy " _ LGC it-off after gyro




• Record: R1 (SKEEP4)
•E
o1377E










t- @Irse align in process? I'gmbl LGC It- off after coarseI I al,gn? FAILED.
NO1_ INO
_ _ :
cob Ill) PONS: IMU OPR- •V16 N2lE
PtPA COUNTERFAILURE
open YES Any register zero or incre- ._ CORRESPONDINGTO FAILED
NE LGC it-off? _ menting at extreme rate? REGISTERREADING
_D_*UINTERFA_ELOSTI
Q R2 _ (_QO1 for at least 13
SeCOnds
R2 - 0(]002 for at least 52
Seconds
Q Subsequent use of LGC depends
upon MSFN evaluation of succeed-
ing steps inself-test.
Q cb (ii)S/C: AEA -close
(_:) AllLGC functions lost.
Q LGC self-test checks only erasable
and fixed memory Other internal
problems cannot be determined by
self-test.
(_ Problem IS in erasable memory
Q Problem is in fixed memory
(_Do not use LGOcontrol for attitude
maneuvers
(_RCS DAP unusable because T6
counter controls set firing tcmes
(_) LGC control of RR lost
(1_) LGC uplink lost
(_) IMU cannotbe fine aligned
(_IMU cannot coarse aligned. Alignbe
by caging and/or fine align.
(_IMU usable as attitude reference
only.
I E-3OOL.V,5.1020
SPECIAL SUBROUTINE PROCEDURE REMARKS
PRIMARY GUIDANCE & NAVIGATION SECTION
Basic Date 26 September 1971 Change Date Page 5.2-I_.__2
5.2.3 ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION
LMAT_$-LM
APOLLO OPIATIONS_
Table 5-3. AGS Procedure Entry Sheet
STn Page
Symptom No. No.
ACS warn It 2 5.2-14
DEDA response Itbno_uw,]. 2 5.2-3.4















































































_ 4j... AEAself-testck. 5J





F, I A se,ft.t10000displayedwithin wDEDAC412+0O0QCE _@
/30 sect .DEDAC412R II]
YES +10(_O displayedwithin NO




CkforAEAinduceqlatchup w_;_/_20 OTYMON C/W
eOR_O QTYMON-C/W -- TRIGGERINGSELF-TESTiAGS It-off? , FAILDISCRETE
AOS it- off? NO
,ES NO' V " ®
NO_ _ I
"_'_'L - • DEDAC470R In-flightzyro & accet calibd
[ EEDA_80COO? eOEDAC400+6_OOE I
YES or
tf PaNSunavailable: YES
"DEDAC 400+70000E -ID P CWEAFAILED" Ii A_ performsOK?
' 'P I
AEAMAY HAVE[XPERI- M_N verifiesASAheater





21 221 Unlatch T.MF.
_ mayhavefailedto corn -I_ w DEDAC417+5
Hate minor cyclewithin20 • DEDA572R+0
_illiseconds • DEDAC412+0
-t-_ Registen remainblank?I YES
r









t: • CLR --D, igit pb-posh CLRPBFAILEDOPEN.
OPRERRIt- on? L OiLdtdisplayed? :
IN0 0 _t_S _l
,..L]










X= 3 Logictest failure










470 to- 800(]0400 and410throu_
417to 4 00000,470 is incremented
by accumulated AV x from an in
itial value at AEA start-up of
- 8000.0fps.
Q Test Mode Fail (TMF.) must he
resetto permitthe appearanceof
theAGSwarninglight in the event
of futureAEAdetectedfailures.
Readoutand enter functions are
lost. AGSflight displaysare avail-
abte,but will becomelessand less








b. For following failure, readout






k_ flight displaysare availaMe,
but will becomeless and less re-
liable due to inability to he up-
dated,aligned,or calibrated.




+ or - pbnden*
*AGScan no longer he aliiPled,
updated, or calibrated. AEk
routines via SXXentry arelost.
R£MAJ_
ABORT GUIDANCE SECTION





Abnot.aal vehicle dynamics during coasting flight l_ defined u_uncom-
'mnded vehicle acceleration by RCS, includin B limit cycling on edge of
deadband. Abnormal vehicle dynamics during thrust includes unexpected
acceleration or oscillation, or excessive P.CS firing. Abnormal dynam-
ics may not always be recognized on vehicle displays ; it may be necess-
ary to verify the symptom using other available cues.




Abnormal vehicle dynamics (non-HPS)
LH drifts ouC of desdband
PGNS minimu m impulse (V76) c_d8 abnormal
AGS pulse or direct cmds sbnomal
Prop cads abnonmal
TTCA cmds abnormal
Abnonul Dynamlcs during HPS thrusting
ENC GHBL caut It
No HPS shutdown
Premature HPS ignition
No NPS ignition at TIC, - 0
ENC THRUST & CHD THRUST ind do not agree/off schedule
PRE AHPS caut it
CES AC warn It






































_! 1 J Stabilize LK
ekCA-hardover, if _lquired
• GUID CONT - AGS_:_
• V_OE CONT (2) - ATE
I ,OLD
I •Aft CONT (3)-
I
I • TTC,A/TP,A_;L (2)-
I ._O BAND- blAX
I •ACA - neutral
I

























(_ 4 I isolate failed jet.
_1 zI _ _ A._tedqoed:aRCS: SYS A (B) Qt_ -
..7 RCSTCA it o(17 JET(PRIMARyDRIVERcoIL).FAtLEDON _ OISABLE
ocb RCSSYS A (8): QUAD
NO l (2. 3. 4) ICA - open
oACA PROP - ENABLEin-
oACA PROP (2_- DiSAB_ ACA FAILED OUT OFDETENT. -I_ dividually, to isolate faded









ACA HARDOVER SWSHORTED. "1_ • ACA/4 JET -- ENABLEin-I
dividnally, to isolate faUed
ACA
I I
I t'_'r_PGNShs I I YES_ I
I _ Symptom occurredin? _ DAPdata load OK? I-_ eGUlO CONT - PGNS
I L _ J I / IYES
l AGS i,o LM stable?
I 1l I
i ,,I
| oRelond correct DAP data I






AGS att error needles>0?
YES
NO
kGS OIR, then MODE CONT individually
-- YES
LM stable? LM stable? '_
p AGS-CESFAILURE I ACA2.S'SWSHORTEO.




ecb (]l) S/C: ATTDIR CONT
-open






O F_" dynamics during cam-abnormal
landed maneuvers, refer to symp-
tom for associated mode.
Sinzle RCSjet failed on, when com-
pensated for by o_posin i jets, con-
soles O.[2%/second of total RCS
propellant
AGS attitude capability re-ho_d
mains only in automatic mode
(_ Alternative is to replece defective
ACA with shorting plug. See CES
symptom No. 5. remark No. 6.
+ X TRANSL pb. hardovor, DIRECT
mode, and PULSE mode lost,
(_ Hardover •ode is lost.
G failure be confined toInternal may
LGC in.t/output channel, which
can be determined from RCS cold-
fire ch_k.
(_AGS rate command and FOAl rate
monitoring lost. If roll or pitch,
AGS DPS burn capabitit_ lOSt.
(_) Perform AEAself-test.
AGS MOOE CONT end pe_szMy
PULSE mode lost. OIRECT mode
is unaffected.
OIRECT and PULSE modes lost for
affected axis. PGNS minim,urn im-























































































































































of GUIDCONTsw.H AICA circuit
breakerfor associMedguidance
systemopened,a returnto that
S_'tumfor control is impossiMe.
(D O_lykGSPt)LS[and DIIECTcon-
trol are Ivaill_e ill affectedIZb.
Aiferm*tiveprocedure-
Affectedsystem:
RCS: SYS _ffected qued) -
ThriVer di_Me discreteto LGC




IU- IOOE 4U- IE
lO- 2_OE 40-2£
IF-4E _-2E




21- 20E 3R- 40E
if prmtemis in I_tchor roll,I.PI)
is lo_t
LGCminimm impulseLPO,AGS
PULSEa_l oue-haffM DI_CT z_.
























'_JeATr CaNT(affected Iaxis)- MODECONT
Vj IYESI,I IO_ I/I YES_IOAC N_
eAIt ACA-crndmnvr _ Symptomoccurred in?
J | ,J ] oATT CaNT(3) - PULSE
Responsenorm? 1 ]PULSE I eOrig ACA-cmd
f 2.5°_FA,LEOOPEN.
_ Symptomoc o_edio?]P°LSE ----I"1.A_CoNTPr°Pl3)....__ I . "__a_
I:_G-_"_ I_ESI--;ULSEMODEENADLEI
m --'" -- ............ ? ' _" RELAYFALED(TYPK 9) m
I Responsenorm. I vj " I
p JETFAILEDOFF(SEC).i
$
Propcmdsabnormal _ACA - hardover,if required
I ! I ,ACAPROP-DISABLE









CONT TRANSDUCER HUNG m
I UP OUT OF NEUTRAL. I
UID CONT-AGS (PGNS)
CA- cmd _ -_ affected 7
is
I a _? '_ F/kiL_RERCS (CES RCSI'NTERFACE
NO (_
.__ _DR,VERFA,LEOOFF,I





'Y""' IExcm_verates? I_r_e GUIDCONT-PGNS 13I NO " I • Performrate _-Totost. UMMINGAMPLIFIERSHORTED.
| _ I Successful?
. (J) ! _ I N°
P,.ccoNT_s RELAY0_I , 0
,_U..OAM,_,,,.'EA,_EOO.N,- _ R_EA,LEOJ
|OROffN CIRCUITLN ONE ACA. |
REMARKS
O Affected axis may be availablein
F_NS(if preampfailed).
One-half of DIRECTauthoritylost
in one direction for affectedACA.
LOC minimum impulse LPD, AGS
PULSE,andone-halfofDIRECTau-




O Propcontrol lost for affectedACA
may singleor muRiaxi.Failure be




ance system DIRECTand PULSE
control unaffected.
If symptom present in bothis
guidance modes,malfunction may







ecb (11)COMM: CDR - open(lotCDR ACA)
or




oP & J709- disconnect
oP & J708- disconnect
o)nstall jumper plug onJ 709.
reinstall dust cap onJ 708.
oCIoseabovecb's & reconfigure
switches.
Sincevehicle attitude control is lost dur-
ingswitch over,use of this proceduredur-
ing controlledflight is not recommended.
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I ecb RCSSYSA & B:QUAD
I 1, 2, 3, 4-open
I eVll NIOE3IE
I R1= XBCXX
I oTrCA-cmd + &-- trans-
l lationineachdirection: i




















































NO _ 4=, oGUIDCONT-AG..__S
I t_ CanLMbecontroRed?
_J, Eng? _DPS YES['
APS
GUll)CONT sw?
eACA. hardover, if required.
AGS eGUID CONT-AGS
(O
2_ StabilizeLM N.O0l 3 l
wACA-hard_'er,ifrequired-I
_r
PGNS avaBable? I Y[_S 121 StabilizeLM.































L.. S I Resetlight.
oENGGMBL-OF., then
ENABLE







0 Abeonnal_ will be lack of
(or_bnomlai)AVm _- abnormal
limit cycling.
Q RCSo0etrolfor affected guidance
systemlost.
Q Rasetting cb (]6) INST: CWF.A
causesMASTERALARM- on.
(_H failed driveris for Y or Z jet,
trz_.,Jationtime will be at least
twice nceinal since translation
is sJnlle-jet.





Q AppbcabletoAGS control only.














YELLOW 1 NO O
Light on if there is dis- ]-_ I NOL_J _ 17l Selectalt inverterif Icrepancybetweengimbel
RCSthruster firing and/ordrivesiLmal& _mbal re- I_! ....... _ TRANSIENTDRIVESIGNALi F,+,..+ ispommsilp_ I rum error negroesoscmateI II ORCWEAFAILURF
I aroundone edge of i ° l | -
I deadband?_ - _ ] :Pb_(I_EERI:_+:]-INV1- closeII I +Engarmed? NO
++ ®-°°']°+'+'
I+"+°+Be-' ICWEAFAILUREENGGMBLIt- offT
IYES _---J 121mENGGMBL- ENABLE NONONONONO_ ll-lmqm- ' 141 DeactivateO_'_eENGGMBL- OFF ,
GOA/DECAFAILURE II [ eENGARM- OFF II ENDGMBLIt - off





I 11111 MarmaIshutdown INO __Izl Eng? IAPS'i 3 1v Remnvepowe'lNOMPSshutdown _ e_eSTOPpb--_ I "7 I .cbS/c:mom-+n.I t I mENGARM- OFF I ID
I I I eVerifyABORT(ABORTSTAGE)pb- resetI +PS / --/ Engshutsdown? ]
mcb(11) S/C:DEa I_NR- I 7 DOUBLEFAILUREiN CES
n /
ec£_e'(_'6)S/C: DESENG {
ell _ OVRD-open l
I ++ +c+,J_PrematurekIPS GUIOCONsw? SubsequentA_ burns:ignition ChAEAengstatus. I -- Nil _ museENGARMasoff-on
Readout+ or--? _ AEAISSUINGENG-ON CMD.| - I engcont.
symptompremature _ wMOOECONT-i'A-GS)-AITI II AGSENGFOLLOWUPOlS-I++on? I I .o_o -IvEsI _R.EFA,LEO.
YES Art errors zero_
,=lCkLOC.,stot.,.!
"+'"'_I,E ,mJsm lJ "I_uh+entburos:
p V]-°+'_°+++_RI = AXXXX YES CASSYSRELAYFAILED. engcantA=27 - ._ "
'J'_RNGON-OFFCMD _sebsequent PGNSburns:




Q Light is inhibited whenENGARM-OFF.
Q Missionrules crew action.dictate
Continuationof powered descent
will result in abnormalRCSfuel
consumptionand possible viola-
tion of thermalconstraints.
Q lt is possibleto distinguishbe-
tween these failures by rese_inR
ENG GMBL It. (ENG GMBL-OFF,
thenENABLE.)
(_C/W monitoringof GDAlost.
(_lt maybe possibleto resetBmbal
position,usingalternativeguidance
systemandMSFNinformation.
O Assumption: was terminatedBurn
on prematureignition(exceptdur-
ing lunar ascent).Whether crew
will rea_empt burn at TIG wilJbe
mission rule.
® Failure of MPS to shutdownauto-
maticaUywill also resultfrom fail-
ure of cb (I6) S/C: ENGARM. If










































' 3 ] Manualshofdown !
_When burncomplete:
i oEngSTOPpb-po_AUTOON- OFFCKTRYFAILURE. eENGARM-.O[_'_
eVerifyABORT(ABORTSTAGE)Ob-
re_._t
i eAPS-ArmviaA8OPTS /C,[pb.ENGARMSWCKTRYFAILED, oUse auto _g--m cmdfor ipiti_.
®
._11 [ S_bsequentDPSburns: !
oDESENGCMD0VRD-ON atTIG |
I
(_ Failureof kIPS to start and stop
automaticallywill also resultfrom
failure of d) (]6) S/C: ENGARM.
H thiscircuit breakeris open,man-




/fixed gimbal DPS starts are ex-
pectnd.No APSburnsarepossible,
due to doubleCES failure. If de-
scent enEinemerride is used to
start first OPSbern. supercritical
i i
I1 _,1 I
t I t YEs 2 ,yEs 3 YEs 4
ENGTHRUST&CMD _ _J .p? _ _ _ CUDst,II FTP? _ DECkRELAYFAILED I
THRUSTinddonot [ I "| _l Early throttle downto]0%? / I L I
""'°"+°u'elIN° L .o ' .o ®
I I _ IyEs 61 Throttleup&attempt tO
I match ENGTHRUST&
a AUTOLOGICOUTPUTLOW _ ENGTHRUST& CMD. THRUSTind
u I I t zm+u:+nind bothlow_ .............
I ' n --' /NO I (Z)
I , t 10 I101 _ t AUTOL C,CF=EOTO0
,,I'I I '111 Usealt TTCk P l=_Throttle uP&flYmanual [
• , u profile
I I r "_°kdvanceTTCkuntilENGI i .MAR THROT-other " I ; I
n l ITHeUSTind=FTPl I _mo.
I ENGTH,USTind=mO_ ;+CAFA,L+I
I , THRUSTind? _'_ I
i , r°®
I • • • MANUALOGICFAJLED
I _ Waitfor throttleclown, Li- ORDEGRADEDDPS/ i
: / I- _owAR_ j
I Ilsl IYES161 .e. nl +YESII+I /
: l_J ThrottledownOCcur? I-Dm-_GTHRUST, CMDTHRUST,._I_"-"_GTHRUSTorCM O ,.oEAILEO n
n Nn & T/W indremainstatic/ THRUS_indstaticwhile I l
i _ Off schedule? uther ind& T/W i_ norm? :
I 1 Es INo '
I T T ENGTHRUSTind- 10%,
I 1191 l I _mI ,CMDTHRUSTind - FTP I":'II ' • '-' ' _- 4z_JAUTOLOGICFAILED
n F I -I'-E,GTHRUmlmD+Hem+,
I u . ' I ind reedinEs? I BOTHind-]0% __ ,_
, /
' t ® `nd
I Switchtomanual throttle l oMANTHRUT- _her
I & fly manualprofile | positi_
I "" EHGTHRUSTi_ =CM_
_'THRUSTind?I , t , po
I 24 YES AUTOLOGICFAILEDTO 2S I Throttleup NO MANUALOGICFAILED
I NO _ YES ' !: + + ® +
"_.I _ I _ I
THROTTLEACTUATORFAIL- Switchto manualthrottle I | DEGRADEDPS/HARDWARE|
I EOORMANUALTHROTTLEI & fly manualprofile. I a •




O D_ threat ethan is expectedto
d_rease cemm_ th_st m1% be-
low fimeline mJ enlthe thrust m
5% below tgneline. With mmmum
#ammM propellant pres,wres, 7%
differe_=ecouldbe nominal
(_ _._irnd auto throttle display
availableon OSKYin R! of N92.
(_ MS_ mo_it_ IWSp_om._m.
























-I:i] CEOAO,ton, _ I
-i _ _ - • i "_ONE OR BOTH--4.7-vocm
l I mPRIMP BIASPOWER |
ISUPPL'EsFA LED-I
I +I INo12I ? IYES
I "-a _ Ratedisplaysnull. _ __i
"ID1 Reset light& perfomtrate i | J | S/NGL_.,ASE ATCAPOWERi
I I"°
I oGYROTESTPOSRT-POSRT/ I
i oOtr-_erverate needles& / I
I "_t i I
/ CESACIt remainson? l /
-- i_E_ -- t ®
_ i, I Re,n+tia,i._w_Nsi +l I I_ /
! _ ocb (16) INST CWEAopen oMakesmall mnvrvia PGNS POWERSUPPLYVOLTAGE
............ ,I theo_ 'i"]',_tom_e..- I+_oI?oETOLERAN_E<,+ORI
F _wc.Rre_lLUrt[ e I ...... ? I I - • ? I _ |3_)ORl,_OP 3,_FAILED, |
i | [ L,I:_,At;It remainsOff. J I I<ateinds> O. _ |
r I I
I I Reseth t 2 0"0 0(_iI ! II "_ I II Rein,t,a,i.ecw_I
oGUIDCONT-PGNS NOI_ .P._ TF_T Pfi_ RT-Pfi_ I-_ -cb (16)INST: CW[A-_, I I ATCAPOWERSUPPLY
I ............... _ -- mum m,=,sv,=+v,AND/ORl i I _ I-i tbe°_ INoL'Jstag_,
]._ +4.3V) FAILED./ cEsoc,remainson'I I CESDCrtrem=nso,?
7 ] Enablethrottleactuator.I
I -- -- -- IONo _=6V ATCAPOWERSUP- I






sible if both powersupplies
failed.
if AGSis in control,trueCES a-c
failurecauseslossof damping.








Q Resetting cb {16) INST: CWEA
causesMASTERALARM- on.
_Rate gyro assembly probablywill
notrestart aftershutdown.
Q FOAIrate needlesare invalid,_t
rates may be displayedon error
needlesvia V60E (full-scaledeflec.
tion= _ 1.25°/sec).





Subsequent -c monitoringCES d
lost.
This transient condition may
havecaused throttle to lock in
10C% position.CyclecbAC BUS
A: OECA GMBL and/o< check
throttle positionwith MSFN.





SYMPTOM I_OCEOURE REMARKS j
.]
CONTROL ELECTRONTCS SECTION







• Double failures are not considered.
• During descent engine burns, continue the burn unless it becomes
apparent that an explosion could occur.
• The DPq is loaded with helium and propellants accordlns to prescribed
values.
• The DPS has been checked before use.
• The statue of all tb'e has been checked and verified before entering
the tb malfunction procedures.
Assumpt ions
Off-gomlnal Helium Pressure, or Propellant Tea_erature or Pressure, Indication
• Large leaks are not considered.
• These are troubleshooting procedures intended to locate, identify, and
isolate off-nominal conditions that do not trigger the CWEA or provide
discrete realfunction indications.
s The crew does _ot enter into this symptom unless they have had an
obvious off-nominal condition.
@ Heat or cold-soak is not a malfunction.
DES REG, Nerning Light
• The DES REr. warn It C_A logic has been enabled by the first descent
engine arming, since CB INST: _ has been closed.
s The I_( has not staged.
Deleted.
Abnormal P_S Indication
• Quantity indications are not reliable until after ullage settling.
Table 5-5. DPS Procedure Entry Sheet
gym Pa6e
Symptom No. No.




DES He _ I (2) Cb - bp
DES He RF_, 2 (i) th - gray
DES qTY warn It
P(_S ind abnormal

































































Fuel< 60 psia(@ 50°F)










eDESHeREG112)- CLOSE; L i CWEA/INST(DESREGPRESS)
tb- bp YES FAILURE











































'I Ckarabpress. J '11J
NO eHELIUMMON- _ ] NO I_ INtO CWEA/INST(DESREG
: _press >_psia _ ArabHe pressIOWordecr? J_ PRESS)FAILURE
_YES _) _YES
121 I 13J CWprplnt press.
DESHeREG 2FAILED ePRPLNTTEMP/PRESSMON 1 14[
CLOSED i -DES i& DES2 He LEAKUPSTREAMOF
I PrplntpresslOWordeer? _m CHECKVLVS















NO 27 _1_L28 i FUEL/OXIDPRESSINST(_
J I HasDPSbeenpressurized?i I FAILURE i
YES(_) ' NO
I 30 J Ck arabHepress.*HELIUMMON- AMBPRESS
Arabpress>900 psia?
I YES
'_ FUEL/OXIDPRESSINST 1__ AILED.




after ENGARM-DES for first time,










Q lf there will be secondDPS burn.
close both regulators until just be-
fore burn. to preventpossibleloss
of heliumthrough relief valves.
1) Assumption:Ambienthelium
squibblown.





Sourceof leakcannot be identified.
Q Descenthelium will leakwhenever
regulatorsare opened.Verify with
MFSN before selectingregulators.
1) MSFN and crew can distinguish
between these two failures. Crew
can determine failure by monit-













Fuel/axed temp ePRPLffi "I'EMP/PRESS MOil r--ion1 _t between both tue)(axle') -'1 HEAT SOAK OR COLD SOA_
abeormal : -= I end <10°F? elfposdbte, reorient LM tobring affected temp within
limits before DPS burn
I ASC temp & press norm? _NO>75°F (unpress)
>gO°F (press] | ' 1NO I 1
<_r I T Ol
Fuel/oxid L_t |
P I FUEL (OX,D, TEMP INST>lO°F ' IND FAILURE FAILUREI
I
He press abnormal
Sa_rit: > or < timelino I
_: >1750 psie |
<]300 psia (unpress) I


































i[]_' I J Ck ind. i | J Close re_
wHELiUM MON - _ I YE$ eDES He REG ] _ - CLOSE_
,,,-ira= th-bp --
ASCpress & temps normal?






DES He egg 112_ tp - t_-.D, '-J
i •
I I








I 17[ He TANK LEAK,i =8 He INST FAILURE,
I ORco_so_
_p¢ |NO
rit squib blown? J
He Ness decr?
/ I - I He LEAKON INST FAILURE I
_J. Ck prplnt press.
oPRPLNT TEMP/PRESS MOt(
• -DESZ&p.f,S2 YZS_
Fuel/odd press decr? _ _" "_" _
=_,.._,.._ _ ,_ _"_
He LEAKUPSTREAM OF
YES
CHECK VLV$ & BELOW SOV I 113 J Ck prplnt press.
i
_j._ ePEPLM TEMP/PRESS MONArab squib blown? oDES l& DES2
Fuel/oxid press decr?
He press deer? I _
I He LOg( OR AMB He INST
FAILURE I
i
_J_st before bern: I
i eDES He REG1 (2)- OREN
eOESthenHeOpEHREGI (2) - __CLOSE, ' _l He REG] (2) SOVFAILED
bp? _YE$_ CLOS[O OR TB FAILEO.TD still
i i
3 ] Reconfisure re_
eDES He REG2 (1) - OPEN
wOES He REG1 (2) - CLOSE
(_ Desceat tanks No. ] ere located
at+ Y&-Z.
Descent tanks No. 2 are located
-Y&+Z.
Use unaffected teem to estimate
thmO d failed tank sensor.
MSFN can distinlpJish between
b_se failures.
DES REG It and fuel/midizer prep
sure are ody i_icat_ of ab-
normal helium pressure,
(_ S_urce at leek usmot be idenUr_L
@ He =opl_y wed ant be depkeed wfl_
de_ relp cle_l. Open der,c_t
relp just prior to bern.
(_lf DES REG It comes on, failure is
be_m leak upstream of check
vz/_m.
ff ambient helium valvessquib ore
fired, sapercritical helium will be
lost throel[h same leak.
Varify with MSFN before selecting
regulators.
Helium regulator redund_ may
be lost. Failure can be confirmed by
decrezsml[ thel/o_idizer pressure
durh_ t_r'_ if OES He REG 2 is not
eponed.





DES He REG 2 (]) tb - _ I J
gay
Gray abnormal when reg I












He REG2 I1) SOViNADVERT-
ENTLY UNLATCHED.
i
'JHe REG 2 (]) SOV FAILED [OPEN ORTB FAILED
DES He REG 2 SOY is open if
ambient helium tank pressure is
Ipi_m_nateiy eq_g to s_per-
critical helium pressure after
first descent engine bum has
been in_tiated.
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SYMPTOM i PROCEDURE REMARKS
it
II
light on if born time to




II ! I' I Re.t,ow,.,.ns._21 :"_r°'otqty"-i..,
DESQTY It'-4-_ WhenprpfutssetDe:_ oPRPLNTQTYMON-OESIYEsJ'_]s III I I oPRPLNTQTYMON-cycle I I &DES2 -- PLNTLE/_ORDEGRADED
" I I OF--F,thonOES--_l il F_ox,do_,<,.TJ-.-IE._RFOR.NCEIRF..O [ DES QTY It - on?1" r@ q.
I LEVEL SENSORIN PRPLNT
n TANK FAILEDON.





I Fuel& oxidq_ norm? _ TANK FAILED. I l m l
NO




I'_J Abnormal . BLANK(ONE OR BOTH)indication? i ONEZERO
® 1
r° IGS CONT UNIT FAILED.
PRPLNT LEAK OR BEGRADEO
ENG PERFORMANCE
]
_-j'_J PQGS INO FAILED. _'_
_'_RPLNT QTY MON - other ] YES POES p_o_ -- t 2 TY PROBE ]N AFFECTED _'_JoPRPLNT QTY MON- good
POGSnorm? _11 TANK FAILED I I _
e 0i
(OXlOth.abeormalVEN]] ormal during venting? I I _ / F
' I -- I YESi FUEL(OXO)SOVTRANS,ENT
YES / TB- norma ?
Abnormal if:
BP - beth_e first J,
venting or during T
venting 4
_.-,.erf,ot _Navevent_u,_s_n i,E_ I_slu IFuel(oxid)pre=<20psia_ FUEL(OXlO)VENTSOVFAIL-i
seating i blmn? I I or decr? I I EDOPEN. I
_NO NO
T I Cycle SOV, lel
• _'_heck vent vlv after squib
i is blOwn.
• PRPLNT TEMP/PRESS
mkffected vent FUEL (OXID)
VENT - CLOSE, thenOPEN






MON- D_.___ & DES2
roMan/tar fuel (oxid) press




O Light is inhibited when PRPLNT
QTY MaN -OFF or when staged.
Q DES QTY It shnuld go on when PQGS
reading is in 4% to
7% range
(_) turned on before pro-if POGS is
petlants are settled. DES QTY it
will come on if a low level sensor
isexposed.
(_ Low-level indication is erroneous.
Monitor fuel/oxidizer numerics
( I_ Quantity reedonts are reliable only
under +X-acceleration. Fuel read°
ing may indicate up to 5% low
for =¢10 minutes after initial turn-
on. PQGS duty cycle iS 45 minutes
on, ].5 minutes off.
Q Use good system to qua-estimate
tity of failed tank
Q OESQTY It is unaffected.
(_OES QTY It may be inoperative
Q Use fuel (oxidizer) to estimate
quantity of failed system.
O NOt applicable to zero-g condi-
tions.
Q Fraoture mechanics limits may be
exceeded due to heat soakbuck
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• Double failures are not considered, except that in the ASC HI REC, cant
it malfunctlon procedure a double failure (serles-parallel regulators)
causes the ASC HI REC taut It to 8o on.
• Durin S &scent engine burns, continue the burn unless it becomes appar-
ent that an explolion could occur.
s The _S is loaded wlth helium and pro_ellants according to prescribed
values.
• The APS has been checked before use.
• The status of all tb'm has been checked and verified before entering




Helium, or Propellant Temperature or Pressure, Indication
Large leeks are not consLdered.
• These are troubleshooting procedures that cover off-nominal and
anomalous conditions that do not trigger the C3_A or provide discrete
malfunction indications.
@ The crew does not enter into this symptom unless they have had an
obvious off-nomlnal condition.
• Heat or cold-soak Is not • malfunction.
ASC PRESS Warnin8 Light
• If thls llsht sees on during a non-misslon critical burn, Imedlately
shut down the engine.
ASC _ Caution Light
• A malfunction does not exist if this lisht sees on at the nominal time.
Table 5-6. APS Procedure Entry Sheet
Sym Page
Symptom No. No.
ASC PRESS warn It
Fuel or oxid tap abnormal
Fuel or oxtd press abnormal
He press abnormal or decr
ASC qTY taut It
ASC HI RE(; taut It






















Lighton if eitherHepress |






































































< 110_a (fuel) _5OOF)















































F He LEAKBETWEENREG I
SOV'S&CHECKVLVS
PROCEDURE
Light may trig-also have been
gered as a resultof APS press-

















Q Heliumsupplywill depleteif both
squibswere fired.










]___j !_ Ckied. YESI_ IHIGHJ Hepressabnormalor eHELIUMMON-cycle Press?decr _ I
Ind responds? F_W
>3300 psia I INN













YELLOW I eSYSA& BMAINSOV-
Li_t onwhenburntime I , , _ OPEN;tb- gray
< 8 sec. I _ eSYSA & BASCFEED1&




"lid After APS bum completed,






] c.°,.o.YES'"ASCHI REG mASCHeREG] &2 - CLOSE;tb - bp _ ASCHeREGSFAILEDOPEN.
mPf_PLNTTEMP/PR_SSMON-ASC (DOUBLEFAILURE)
YELLOW I
I Fuel& oxidpress>220 psia?
Liiflt onif Hemanf press I /NO
>220 psia I
Ii 4[ _ 5 I OpenASCreiD.





ASCHeREG] (2) _ eASCHeREG] (2)- OPEN HeREGSOVUNLATCHED
tb- bp I









































mASCHeREG] & 2 - OPEN;tb-
Bray individuallyto isolate failed
eg
MSFN can whichdetermine co.d_-
tion exists.
@ C/W i_dicatm d whm to dose
ASCFEEOvml_s lost.















The tntesrlty of the RCS is verified before entering the off-nominal




An RCS propeUmt leak can cause the RCS taut lC to go on, but this
will only happen if a leak occurs when the propellant quantity is very
lee or if the propellant tanks rupture. (The probability of the pro-
pellant tanks rupturing Is very remote.)
RCS TCA Warning Light
• A trsmslation _metwer mast be cosq_leted before any action is taken
regarding che RCS TCA warn It, except if two or more red tb's appear
for the same RCS system (A or g). Appearance of the red th's would
indicate _hat the main SOV's or ascent feed vl_ unlatched or failed
closed.
• Croesfeed vlvs are not open.
• &scant feed vlv8 are not open, except during +X-translation.
Talkback Anomaly
• The status of all th's is checked and verified before entering the th
anomaly malfunction procedure.
PQHD Off Nominal
• Tamp compensation of the PQMD pressure xducer has considerable time lag.
During periods of high propellant use, the PQHI) amy indicate SZ to IOZ
lcm for seversl =dnutas.
• The !_) malfunction procedure is primarily for detection of leaks and
xducer failures. It is not applicable to off-nominal performance of
the thrusters or digital •utopilot.
Off-Nominal RCS Propellant or Helium Indication
A helium rag failure is not considered in this malfunction procedure
because the RCS: A & g PRESS tnd are not sensitive enough to reflect
regulated helium pressure chanKes less than 20 pate. However, the RCS
A & S P.EC warn It alerts the crew to high md low rngulsted helium
pressure.





He press low or decr
IqMD abnormal
RCS press or _tmp abnormal
RCS A (g) HG warn It
RCS TCA warn It
TB abnormal (QUAD)























Lighton if Hetank press I







if systemsaredecreasing I f YES
at abnormalrate, referto I I '_u-_lHe I
AbnormetVehicleDynam-
ics procedure. | , C,,LEPRnESSTRANSDUCERI
lb I
NOPQMOabnormal 11] CkPQMOwithHepress "-_
J ] eTEMP/PRESSMON-He
If systemsaredecreasing I wok affectedsys
at abnormalrate.refer to i Hepressnorm?
AbnormalVehicleOynam- |











































mTEMP/PRESSMON-He ,,. l.J !
EitherHepress_([7007 _ CW_ FAILURE
I1_ Findleak.
Affectedsys:
ecb RCS SYS:QUAD1, 2, (_l
3, & 4 TCA- openmRCS:SYS OU_ L 2, 3,
& 4 - _; tb- bp YES















ecb RCSSYS:QUAD1, 2, 3
i &4 T_- clnse
wRCS: SYS OUADl, 2, 3,
& 4- _ Po-gray
'!1'
Shot down failed sys when











ecb RCSSYS:QUAD1, 2, 3,
& 4 TCA- close.
eROS: SYS_UAD 1. 2, 3,
& 4 TCA-ENABLE;tb-
gray
afire thruster in affected
sys.
webRCSSYS:QUAD], 2, 3,
& 4 TCk- DOWn.
aRCS:SYS_ ], 2, 3 &
4 TCA- OISABLE;th - bo






mcb RCSSYS:OUAD ], 2,
3 & 4TCA- close
wRCS:SYS QUA/) 1, 2, 3







w_ - OPEN;tb - gray
I2 t
i11 - i I c_i= z I c_Rcsqty.
RCSpressortampab-_ YES ieCrnss.checkaffectedRCS









TEMP p _ )
SysA& Btamp_equal? _ PRESSORTEMPINSTFAiL-
URE
I






O The direct and ACA hardover
modes shouldnot be usedwhile
trouble- shootingwith this prO-
cedure.
Q Light is resetwhen TEMP/PRESS
MONis cycledto He.
Q If pressure psia,helium <]400
leak is helium. If >1400 psia,
sourceof teak cannot be identi-
fieduntilsystemstabilizes.










Foffowingconditions apply to above:
(1) PGNSwill not commandeng-
ine to fire.
<2)Translationtotallylost.




ATT/TRANSL- 4 ETS; then,
two-iet translationwill result.
Q Use RCSquantity in unaffected
System and helium pressure in





Use RCSIt for lowheliumpressure
andRCSAandB REGItsfor highor
low manifoldpressure.
Q Use of unaffectedtemperature
systemto estimate temperatureof
failed sensor. Use PQMD to esti-
mate He pressure.Use alternate



































_S 'TCA I _'J
RED ' I



































































eASCFEEDl or 2 - CLOSE







[ ..... sualthrusteractivity?] L_
121 Cktor e_off, 14] Isolatefalledjet.
ff in PGNS: Affectedquad:
eMODE CONT - ATf HOLD ecb RCS SYS A (B):QUAD
eV77E , TCA- open
ff in AGS: ' eRCS: SVS A (B) QUAD-





























(_ peaitJonof TEMP/PRESSinoperative.Use ftel Ond
ozJdizermonHbldpfl_,$ufeto moo-
itorRCSsystemWesa_re.






















































































































































Troublmshocttn8 vlll be perforned when m4ssioc phase md task Ioadins
permit. Accord£naly, cert-4a malfunction procedure8 rill not be per-
reread untll s main enaine burn or critical maneuver 18 completed.
• MAlfunction procedures are entered from normal operational modes. Pro-
cedures for checkout modes are not included.
• Inverter No. 2 is on line.
• No a-c circuit breaker opened before enter£n8 these procedures.
In the cue of loo8 of bus, recovery procedures for equipment other
than EPS ere not included (except for certain crttic_ ECS recovery
procedures indicated in symptom 1 and 2 and for 8 rncove.ry procedure
for regatnlu8 EL 118heine in symptom 4).
A partial short as referred to In theme procedure8: (1) Affects either
CDR or SE bus in Juch • ray 88 to came the bus voltsKe to drop belam
26.5 volts; (2) Does not draw current of sufficient smanitude to actu-
ate the Isociated ECA uvercurrent relay (150 to 200 Imps per ECA).
Table 5-8. EPS Procedure Entry Sheet
Sym Page
Symptom No. No.
DC BUS rare It (UNSTAGED)
VOLTS - low
DC BUS yarn it (STAGED)
BATTERY taut It (STAGED or UNSTAGED)
Deleted
Bat tb abnormal (STAGED or UNSTAGED)
5 BAT tb abnormal (UNSTAGED)











































> 10 amp for 4 to 6 see
Bat oueronrrefit > 150
tO 200 mp
SYMIrrOM














I e'_Jower down AGS
| •IMP BAT ] HI V & 2 or
I LUNARLMP BAT- OTF/RESET
I ecb (16) EPS: BATFEEDTIE
I (2)- open




I ePOWED/TEMP MQN - BAT

























I 21 [ Reconflgure II i
I eSUR FAN. l I
eBAT 5 BACKUPCDR FEED I
I -ON;ro-ie_
| ecb(ll EPS: NVl-dese
I •INVERTER - l
I •s BOXMm/eom-sED l
I •s BOeve AMPt.SeC I
I •s 8o FACE-_ voice6u









I BAT 3 (4) - BP
F
(Seesheet2)
I BAT4.3OrLUNAR-BP =,r_ 1
SHORT BETWEEn BAT 2 C2_
ANO ECA
'1_ ea-_powerdown _NS
SHORT BETWEENBAT 4 i3) &
ECA eCORRESET:BATtb-4boHIV (3) - OFF/
• CaR BAT 3 (4 Hi V)-OFF/
RESET+ then ON: tb- gray
• Power up PGNS
_ I
er downAGS
' •IMP BAT 2 (I HI V} - OFF/I
RESET;tb - bp
• IMP BAT l HI V (2) - OFF/
RESET, then ON; tb - grey




IMP ASCOR DES STAGE
FEEDERSHORT
NO
[ SHORT BETWEEN ECA & BAT
! (2) WITH LOW VOLTAGE
i ,_J
P ePOWER/TEMP MON- batson _ow bus
• Power down BAT with BAT
FAULTIt
ii_ 10 1 Restore bus
ec_(161 LTG: FLOOD- open
ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT -
open
I ecb (16) S/C: AEA - open
ATCA - oOen
I ecb (16) COMM: VI'IF A
i, XMTR- oonn PRiM SBO
AMPL - Onen PRIM
SBD XMTR/RCVR - open
t •cb f16) E_: INV 2 - open
CROSSTEEBUS- close
ePower uo AGS




• cb (16) EPS: BAT FEED TiE
(2)- close
• BAT 2 OR UIN_ BAT






Determine if short is on NO
ASC or DES feeder
ecb {16) EPS: ASCECA CONT
- close
• BAT 5 BACK UP CaR FEED
- ON; tb - _ray
• BAT 6 NORMAL CDR FEED
- ON; tb - gray
• DES BAT- DEADFACE, tb-
b_
DC FEEDERFAULT It - on?
ASC STAGEFEEOERSHORT
BETWEENOFR 8US (BAT l
& 2 OR LUNAR BAT IMP
FEED LOST)
eD_S BATS- CONNECT; tb-
gray
• BAT 5 BACK UP CaR FEED
-OFF/RESET; tb - bp
• BAT 6 NORMAL CaR FEED
- OFF/RESET; tb - _ I
DES STAGE FEEDER SHORT
BETWEEN ECA & DFR (BAT !
& 2 OR LUNAR BAT IMP
FEED LOS1)
I
IR I Reconfl_Jre !
eLMP BAT [ HI V & 2. COR
BAT 3 & 4 HI V - OFF/RE-
SET; tb - bp
ecb (16) EPS: BAT FEED TIE
• BAT 5 BACK UP CaR FEED
- OFF/RESET;tb -bp
• BAT 5 NORMAL IMP FEED
- ON; tb - grey




CROSS TtE is open. If CDR BUS
voltage is Iont for >ZO minutes
sublimator freeze up Occurs.
(_DC FEEDER FAULT It may or may
not _ o_.
Q _ort iS whose talkbackon battery
is not b_. Good battery was dis-
connected by overcunent.
Q Allow 5 minutes before closing cb
P_NS:IMU DPR ([MU Byrd con-
straint)
(_ if failure occurs after PDI, refer to
emergency prOcedure for CDR
(IMP) BUS failure.
(_ COMM will be lost for time re-
quired to bring ug secondary S-
band or while troubleshooting Op-
ti_ of remaining on primary
S-Band, without COMM, until IMP
BUS status is ascertained may be
exercised.
Remove 2.5 ampere-hours from
each ascent battery before dead-
facing.
(_BAT 2 ca_ not be placed ON.
(_BAT 5 power is available thron_
normal feed when deadfaced+
(_BAT 6 (if CaR FEEDER shorte_ or
BAT 5 (if IMP FEEDER shorted)
power iS available only through
back-_p feed and should be so
used before abort stage to pre-
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• SUITFAN- 2, INV- 2 m--
ePowerdownPGNS ]






LUNARBAT CDR FEEDon CORLUNARBAT.ON



















oPRI EVAPFLOW #1 vlv-


















































eLMPBAT! HI V & 2. CDR





- OFF/RESET;tb - bp
eBAT 6 NORMALCDRFEED











e_ (l I) I_l&
L_R-_
RNOZR_- _e._
ecb (Ill EPS:INVl -o_n
ecb (16)EPS:C,qO_TIE
ePowerupPGNS




•I_ ASC SI_E FEEDERSHORT
BETWEENURF& BUS
' 371 Receefigure







(_) BAT3 m mt beplacedON.
I
@ PfllMARYGLYCOLOOPis lost.










[ ckbesv* No "Jo_ _- c_ i _ CWaFA,LUREBUS, U_ IMP 8t_
RED , _ lu,Pe=LOW =_ ,
Ught on if eiUler | !11 CORBUS (See sheet 2)
_be__ I TL_
<2S.5vOlts I 3 I CKBATS3&4 YES4]
(Battery light not I ePOWYR/TEMP MON- BAT I_ EClOPEN
i 3,then 4
=1) II _t vcts< 20_c? [_
t, t N° ®
= _,o 'l CKBAT3&4emps 71Powerdow.CORDUS]NO
| YES eSUIT FAN 2 INV 2LUNAR BAT CDR FEED on t"lge' ePOWER/TEMP MON- BAT _ . --, - I| • • _ ePower omvnPCNS
I wi_ to malfunction J 3, then 4 eCDR BAT 4 HI V & 3 or !
I IYEs Amps high? CDRLUNAR BAT- OFF/ I
I _ RE-SET; th- bp -- I
_NO ec-'_ EPS: BAT FEED TIE I
I . V . . l . (2)--open| _ _ I DC FEEDERFAULT IT-- on?
I /T - ] DCF_ IYuo epRIEVAP=1 vlv-ePOWER EMP MON DC FEEDERFAULT It - on_ .r_
I LUNAR BAT YES NO W YES W CLOSE| e_T"_-BACK UPLMP
I Amps high? "_ IB_ | FEED- ON; tb- gray| [NO = _ DFRO.NI 'I_cDRASCORDESFEEDERI,ecb(I6) 'PS:ASCECACONT
J I -close
I ' If _ I SHORT I eGL-%r_L - ,NST (sec)
I r _ t eWATER TAR_'-_'[_
14 i vlv - SEC
' _ I_s '3T---"----1 I"1 Resthre_s .cbEDTGL,DOLPUMPSEC
I Lunar bat vdts normal? _ CDRBUSVOLTS SIGCONDRI I ecb(I1) -close
I _ FAILED I I UTIL- o_ eSE_AP FLOWvlv-
I .,o m_l I ANUN/OOC_/COMPNT OPEN
flu - n a_mediately:
I _ _ Iecb(_e'_ ECS: ecb ECS:LCGPUMP-
l .... V. a_?j_ej "11If" ] GLYCOLPUMP ! - open n
II KeconTl_re II _ No _ I I GLYCOL PUMP 2 -open eL_:nOVERRIDEIN-
|l eSUIT FAN -2, INV-2 IBm" DEADFACE RELAY FAILED I I ecb......(11)COMMx;;k:.,R VR- ecb/AC BUS A:-TAPETEGRAL-ON I
I ePowerdownPGNS : OPEN / I ac_.oou m]./ b - RCDR-open I
oDOR LUNAR BAT- ; I open| OFF/RESET. _ _ I SEC S BD PWR AMPL- ecb/AC BUS B: NUM !
I "CORBAT4141VoON:tb- : V ® I _e._R open during_"_lTG'open(exceptbumor
i "' 1R I Reccnfigure I I ecb (1 I) PGNS: -- rndz & docking)I
Busvolts nonMl? ! LDGRDR- openI .. eBAT6NORMALCDRFLED I I RNDZRDR-_n ecb(ll&]6)LTG:
l'L_ - _ DOCK/COMPNT - open
I :ON; tb-_. ] I LGC/DSKY- _ b. For subsequent master-
I ePower up Pon_ I I IMU OPR- _ alarms:
I ,, I ecb (lI) EPS: INV ] - open ecb (16) LTG:ANUN/
I _r I ecb (16) EPS: CROSS TIE DOCK/COMPNT -
| !"_ CK LUNAR BAT vdtage _.a_J 21_ L I cl.c W_2 ho_rs:
ePOWERrTEMP MON- U . .I LUNAR BAT -I / I as requ,re_'- ecb/AC BUS A: GASTAecb (11) - close above cb'sI L NAR BAT LOST
'i vd=_normal? 1
I JlyES V (_ FUNCTIONS_
I
I ; tb- CDR_ rim' TRANSIENT SCA FAILURE I l ecb (16) EPS:ASC ECA
I ' I i I I CONT- close DES STAGE FEEDER SHORT i
| I I • I mBAT 6 BACK UP LMP BETWEENECA& DFR BATS i
I NO i FLED - ON; tb-gray 3, 4, & LUNAR BAT CDR FEED I




I _ _ Reconfigure
I LUNAR BATCDR ECAFAILED _ : | ASCSTAGEFEEDER SHORT eLMP BAT 1 HI V & 2 CDR
J I BETWEEH DFR & BUS (BAT BAT 3 & 4 HI V - OFF/RE-
l I 3, 4, AND LUNAR BAT CDR SET;tb-
| ecb (11) EPS: BAT FEED
I _ TIE (2)- close
t _ .BAT 6 NORMALCDR FEED
I - ON; tb - gray
I -- _ R - OFE/RESET; th- bp
I eCDRBAT3-ON;tb-grayI" 'I eDESBATS-CONNECT; I ecb(I6)EPS:CROSSTIE






Assumption: Cross tie circuit is
open prior to entering this proce-
dure.
ODD BUS It remains and subse-on
quent low bus voltage C/W moni-
toring is lost.
(_)If failure occurs after PDI refer to
emergency procedure for CDRBUS
failure.
Q PRIMARY GLYCOL loop is I_t.
Q BUS will lose power when LUNAR
BAT OFF.
(_ DE FEEDER It may or mayFAULT
not be on.
Q CDR BUS OK. BATS 3, 4, and
LUNAR BAT CDR FEEDlost. LUNAR
BAT LMP FEED still available,
(_ Allow 5 minutes from time of PGNS
power down before closing cb
PGNS: IMU OPR (IMU GYRO con-
straint).
Remove 2.5 ampere-hours From
each ascent battery before dead-
facing
BAT 6 is availai_e throughpower
normal feed only after deadfacing
(_ LUNAR BAT CDR FEEDlost LUNAR
BAT LMP FEED still available
(_ BAT 6 is availablepower only
through beck-up feed and should
be so used before abort stage to
preclude automatically placing BAT
on the shorted feeder
(_ O C RELAYfailure prevents BAT 3
from being placed on.
_ LUNAR BAT is Io_t.
(_) TO power both buses with descent
batteriec only, remove nonessen-
tial equipment until total load
50 ampe.














j v IMP BUSVOLTAGESIG
CONDRFAILED47 i Reconflgure
oPower downAGS
• BAT 5 N_MAL IMP FEED
Fran sheet l)
T 2"vo_talpe< 20 ndc? ECI #2 FAILED 0PB • Power down AGS
• BAT 5 NORMAL LMP FEED
NO --ON; tb_pay
• Pmer up AGSIyEs_1c_L_BAT,_
LUNAR BAT IMP FEED on_ oPOW£R/TEMP MON-prior to malfunction ? LU_ BAT YES
¢o .i,:, ®®
• POWER/TEMP MaN-BAT 1, i LUflAR BAT voltaie r_mal.?i_ SHONT BETWEENLUNAR _ oLMP LUNAR BAT- OFF/
then 2 YES BAT & ECA RESET:tb - bp
Amps high? oLMP BAT ] HI V &
BAT 2- ON; tb- Rray !
NO
I' 0).
FEEDERFAULT It - on? •Power down AUS IMP LUNARBAT ErA FAIL-
•IMP LUN_ BAT- OFF/ ED






49 ] Power down IMP bus
ePower downAGS
oLMP BAT 1 Hi V & BAT 2 -
OFF/RESET: tb - I_
mob fib') EPS_8AT FE'ED TIE
_- open
NO
9C i:'_'Ol_ FAULT It - on?
_YE6
IMP ASCOR DES STAGE
FEEDERSHORT
t






AEA- open ATCA- open
• cb (16) COMM:
VHF A XMTR- coen PRIM
$ - BD PWR AMPL - open
PRIM 6- BD XMTR/RCVR -
open
ecb (16) EPS: INV 2-open
CROSSTIE BUS- ¢l_e
• Power up AUS
ecb (]6)-close above cb's
as required




•IP Determine if ASCor DES _ DES STAGE FEEDE'R SHORT
feeder short BETWEEN£CA & OPR(BAT 1.
i 2 & LUNAR BAT IMP FEED
ocb (16) EPS:ASC ECACONT ; LOST)
-close I
oBAT 5 BACKUP CDRflED
- ON; tb- _ray
• BAT 6 NORMAL COR FEED
- ON; tb - Erav




s71 L51IDESBATsReConfilure-ONNECT; tb - JASC STAGE FEEDER SHORT _/•BETWEENDFR & BUS (BAT1. gray




oSUff FAN - ]
• BAT S BACK UP CDR FEED
- ON; tb- pay
ocb (I]) EPS: INV 1-dose
olNVERTER - 1
aS - BD XMTR/RC_ - S£C
eS - B(} PWR AMP- SEC
mS - BD VOICE- DN VOICE
BU
oTLM BIOMED - OFF
,56 J Reconfigure
eLMP.BAT ] HIV& 2, COR
BAT3&4 HI V- OfF/
RESET; tb- bp
ecb (16) £PS: BAT FEED TIE
(_- close
• BAT S BACK UP CDR FEED
- GEF/RESET: tb/®
oBAT S NORMAL IMP FEED
- ON; tb - srav
ocb (161EPS: CROSS TIE BUS
(_,) U JNkR BAT LMP FEED lint LUNAR
BAT CD_ FEEl) still avi_llNe.
0. C. RELAYfailure Ixavents BAT 2
from beinl[ Maced on.
® LMP BUS OK. BAT 1, 2, aed LUNAR
BAT LMP FEED lost. LUNAR BAT
CDfl FEEDstill available.
COMM will be lost for time re-
quirnd to bring up SEC S.-BO or
while tfonble shooting. Option of
remainint on PRI 6-8[}
COMM until IMP BUS status is
ascertained may be exercised.
(_)lf failure occurs after PDI, refer to
emergency procedure for LMP BUS
failure.
(_ BAT 5 pmeer is avlillbke gmlUl_
nmlmd fond only wh_m deadfsoed.
(_BAT S power is availaMe only
titrough back-up feed and shonld
be so used before abod sta_e to
pceclude ontomatica4y _acinl BAT
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3,ckbus..esBAT[FRY It - on? DC FEEDER FAULTit - on? epuWER/TEMP MON- CDR I
BUS, then IMP 8US ,._ lYES YES Busvoifale low? ,. CWEA FA)LED.
YES
51 Ck amps on low bus. l
I
ecb EPS: ASC ECA CONT :I! (Good bus)- close
_ ePOWER/TEMP MON- NORMAL BUS VOLTAGE SIG CONDhat on low bus _ FAILED.
)ps? LOW 1
&
.. J | m
• eb EPS: _ ECA coNt l g I Ck bat voltage. NO L_J •
(Good bus) - r,JQF_ YES I _ SHORT BETWEENBAT & ECAr
eBAT (5 & 6) NORMAL _ Volta e normal? _m mm
FEED tb - gray? 1 g
+NO +YES mm__
Lu.m YES'_!J
• BAT 5 (6) NORMAL LMP IChfor norm feed open or _ BAT 5 (6) NORMAL
(CDR) FEED- OFF/RESET, I ECA failed. FEED FAILED
then O_N / _ l
NO I .BAT 5(6) BACK UP CDR
/o remains gray. _ (LMP) FEED-L|; tb-gray
_YES / Bat current >07
| _NO 15_ Reconfigure
lZ_] 1141 _mmmm_l mPower down AGS [PGNS)
BAT 5 6 INADVERTENT _ _.. _.,. r_ I •nat 6 15 N£iDMAi PnR
OISCONNECT I ..... _ (L-MP) FEEl) '-'Oi;F/RES_',
-- l tb-bp --
II (_ 5r6_ _ l mBAT 6(5) BACK UP LMP
• • • _r, -I _ , , • • • % _ m ] (CDR) FEED-ON; tl_gray
I111 lUV.._ 171 Ckbesshort. _ I •Power up AGS (PGNS)
I- ch.TS&6th's. I - .ebE_S:,SCEcAcoNT/ m
,, (Good bus)- dose m
_v" .(Badba,-OFFI_ES_ .... Q
_'_" tb-bp 18 _ 19J Reconfigure.
• cb EPS- BAT FEEDTIE IYES1_J FEEDER SHORT .........
• mPownr o_n _b(2)(_bes)-_ I-,-1 m ,
m - " LMP • ) •BAT 6 BACK UP LMP FEED
Ir (.l_(..J) DC FEEDER FAULT It-on? m , _o, th-gr.
NO i ecb (i'i)LTG:
l"_J i) [211 Reconfigure UTmL- open
I_ [ I •PowerdownAGS ANUN/DOCK/COMPNT
BAT OVERTEMP OR ) l
REV[RSE CURRENT [_ 1 I .BAT 5 BACKUP COR - open
,i - I ImFc_.tb-grey "cb [) CEotS ',MP
li I I FLOOD- oonn GLYCOLPUMP2- open
• • | | ANUN/DS_ITTCOMPNT eeb (11) COMM:
- " --'" R VR
n.Jea,TU_ . .... _ l i -_n SECSBDXMTRI C
_. =_..y_..T,_. Lmr _ 12:31 ........ I E T 5 imcb I-_-)'IC. - open
,,.=u. nl SECSBO"W,AM -,
th gray? BAT 6 ATCA- o n o n
_ III.ch,16)co V° BXMTR-o nI
rr._ r r m VHF A XMTR -o_n ecb (ii)PONS: -- i
• ¢ II l PRIM S BO PW_PL LDG RDR- open I
z¢I Reconfirm ' V II _ - onen RNDZ RDR -open l
oPRI EgAP FLOW #I ,,dv z_i " • i_| PR,M S BD XMTRIRCVR LGCIDSKY -ooen )
- CUR_ m el| -o_. ,MUOPR-o_n =
....... m _Imecb(_e s mcb(II)EPS.INTT-o___eBAT6BACKUPIMPFEED t_u_ .u.m • mt m : - - ^' ......
• I II INV2 oonn •cb(lb)LP_:CRu_b IlL
• ;_'6)_)_EC_ I HI cRossi_US-c,osa.BUS-_....
CONT- close" IMp ePower up AGS. . •_'ower up r_r_:_. ;
• GLYCOL- INST (_ II_ .ch (11)- close as required
eWAT_ TANg ELECT II
• cb ECS: GLYCOL 21ira
PUMP SEC-close ecb EPS: ASC ECA CONT |
eSEC EVAP FLOWviv - " / (Good bus) - close .-Ilm,.t-" Respective bat iosL
OPEN _ ePOWER/TEMP WON- BAT 5, I I l
a. Immediately: 6 to determine failed bat | ] BAT 6 ] BAT 5
ecb ECS: LCGPUMP- _ _ l l
•_O_R,OE,.- _ _ t y V
TEORAL- ON 2'111 Reconfi_re. [I_ Reconfi_Jre _m Reconfi_Jre.
ocb/AC BUSA TAPE " -- • -
RCDR n" mBAT 5 BACK UP CDR •Power down PGNS. Power down AOS.
-open FEED_ nN. tb. _,a_ •BAT 6 NORMALCDR FEED mBAT 5 NORMAL IMP FEED-
e_/AC BUS.B: NU.M mBAT 5 N_MAL _kAP FEED - _ th - bp _ tb - bp
L/_ - opentexcepz - OFF/RESET. tb - bo ecb (ll) - Open all cb'e in •cb (16) - Open all cb's in
durrni eni bern Or -'" "'---"mcb (111 EPS. INV 1 - close rows 3, 4, & 5, except: rows 2, 3, & 4, except:
__r_z & dock_n_ eINYER:rER "-"). -- cb EPS: cb EPS:BAT FEED TIE (2}
-_ _xx _ _o/u,u: eLMP AUDIO CONT - OU BAT FEEDTIE _ eBAT 6 BACK UP IMP FEED-
/_UN/.OOCK/(;_MP_Io_m eSBANDXMTR/RC_-:SEC CROSSTIE BAL LOADS , ON;tb-gray
. . , "_ . eS BAND PWR AMPL - SEO CROSSTIE BUS ecb (16) EPS: CROSSTIE
O. rot" SUDSeqI_I! master mS BAND VOICE- DN VOICE |BAT 5 BACK UP CDRFEED BUS - dose
atarms: _j) - 0_' th" gray •Power up AGS.
mcb (16)LTG.ANUN/ .T_ U mnurn nor ecb (16)EPS.CROSS TiE mcb (16) close as r aired
D_. R/COMPNT- SUITFAN. _ -- BUS- _ --
: _ _ •Power up PUNS.
o..w_];_,_:_, r-_ Bus -ch(_,-c,.asreduired
-open _ FUNCTIONS
I -,SUn"rAN-_ _ LOST
_fMP10M PROCEDURE
If voltage is lostCDR bus for >20
minutes, sublimator freeze-up
occurs.
BATTERY may go onIt not iostan-
taneonsly with OC BUS It.
if CDR bus feilurn, SUIT FAN-2
DC BUS it remains on and subse-
quent low bus voltage C/W mon-
itoring capability is tost.
!f failure occurs after PDI or dur-
inR ascent mission phase, refer
to emergency procedure for CDR
(LMP) bus failure.
Communications will be lost for
time required to bring up second-
Dry S-band or while troubleshont-
mE Option of remaining on primal/
S-band. without communications.
until LMP bus status is ascertained
may be exercised
AtLow minutes gyros to stop.5 for
before closing cb PONS IMU OPR.
DC light may orFEEDER FAULT
may not be on.
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• CB(ll & 16)EPS:DES
E



















1, Z 3 or4-BATI, 2, 3 or4
is lost
2. ff failuremociatedvdthlunar
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ab_ml ('_ _ •P0WER/TEMPMON-
l kmpszero?
,I I.o I• Faultybat- OFF/RESEF,_ TRIPORTRANSIENTtheeON --
I I _ z_?
m_J ECARELAYCONTACT
5b. UNSTAGEDI
5 DESBAT- tb- bp











t-i II i I .T5_6T,_EDO.?r"l R'_*KI_ACTI I ,,_C,.O_O
, ,
















i - I STA_ DISCRETEPRESENT?
I"l ,ore$*.eO_$_l "
ecb (11)EPS;DESECA- I'_JPCM ABORT
e_BAT I HI V- [STAGE DiSCRETEON?
ONLMPBATtb- gray? NO +YES





































































DOne bus be lost if failurewill
occurswhen first ascentbattery
is turned o_. PossibleBO bus
warninglight
Q On the Lunar Surfacewhen the
ABORTCB's are open and com-
puters are off the failure could
ouly be KI0 or K20reEaycontacts
C-300tM4-I010
REMARKS i




















































































































































O/_im: Inveder No. 2 is m.
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Troubleshooting procedures such as checkins sw°s, ch°s, redundsnt
PTT pb's, redundant mode (VOX, PTT) 81ternetive mtennas, etc. are
performd before enterins malfunction procedures.
These nalfunccton procedures do not assune • particular Communications
Subsystem 8v confisuretion other than that required to operate the
equtpuent before entry into the procedures.
• Kulfunctlon procedures are entered from normal operational modes.
(Procedures are not included for checkout modes.)




One crmmml has abnorual (unselected) hot utlut
Loss of VHF voice coma with CSN
Loss of S-band voice coum
S BD R_vR ceut It
Cannot acquire phaselock
MSI_ reports lose of PCN.
Loom of voLce c_ vlth EVA (one sum EVA)



































































_J AUDIO:MODEsw? _'_J VOXCKTFAILURE p 4_1AUOIO:MCOE-ICS/PIT




;ter with other crewman
I listeningonbackup.
NOXMIT;i








































l ! | I Backupaudiocenter '





I 4 1 Regainromecomm.I













,oCycle PTr switchesindi. oAUDIOCONT-BU
vidually, i wAUOIO:MODE-PIT gait





















mit ou EMERKEY- MSFN






















Hot mike in all modes.Continuous
keyingof S-bandand simplexVHF
when selectedto T/R. Ouplex_/HF
is available at expense of in-




O AII receivedVHF and S-bandrome
lout.
Lossof VHFtransmissionfrom LM
may be due to coronain the VHF
transmitter.VHF A (B) XMTR-OFT
for a periodof 20secondsandthen
ONmay extinpish coronaand re-
store use.
Capability of simultaneouslyre-
ceivinguP data and up voicelost.
,l,-.IOOU,_Ione
REMARKS
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STRENGTH- > 3.7(steer- crewman)
able)> 2.5 (omn_? I YES SIGPROCESSORFAILUREIN









RCVR- _ YES FAILED.NO
S-dand_ce OK?
IP
*COMM:S-8DXMTe/RCYR1-41,, *EstablishV_: _ce carom
I
- _ _ with CSM.




























RRH..._T YES DOWN VOICE SUBCARRIER
VoiceOK? ,llz, LOST.
NO Q


















































YES PMPREO_ ! POWER
VoiceOK? _ SUPPLYFAILED.
1'° 1
LEXERTRANSMITFAILED, *S BANDMODULATE- PM
eS BANDVOICE- OFF --
PROCEDURE
G Lo_ or near1o_ of up,Dice le ie-
dicated by COMM ANT: SlG_IAL
STRENGTH-<.3.7 (steerable) m
<2.5 (emO and ne_e in headset
ffS.bendequ_lch_, off.
@ Affectsparl_c_arT/R funct_ eW
kJIow 30 seconds to reaco,uira
Maeelock.
(_AII up voice loseS.dand is Voice
contact with MS_ is avoileble
throughCSMrelaymode.
Requires_3minutes.
Up _ce is avaitaMe tlvoulh up
data link mdy. Simultaneousup



























































' r @ 5 I Switchtransceivers, _1
Antenna? _ eS BANDXMTR/RCVR- SEC(P._I_)] NO L _J OlPLEXERFAILED. I
STEERABLE L YES
7_.J YES II I Switchtransceivers. (_1











_S_ 2"_J pMpFAILURE(pM MIXER)




reportsJ_ofl I ._ '






















































with EVA (one-man I ; I MSFN/L_ carom OK? / BU•AUDI0audioCONTcenter:---BU
EVA) , | ! YES • RELAYON (8 o( 12)-
I RELAYOFF
I c0mm_?
II __ l YES' I
i j
I • Notify MSFN of prdolem
I _ BU audio center
I ! • RELAY ON (]2 or 8)--
I J Audio center:
• AUDIO: VHF D - T/R
• COMM: VHf" D "_]_TR




l FAILURE OF EVA OR LM -(COMM CARRIER, EVA PWRI
























































i • cb COMM: AUDIO (2)-open
,i i •Connect to alternate c_--
man's umbilical
I NO • cb COMM: AUDIO (2) -
.._ close
C0mm OK? ,_J UMBILICAL FAILURE I
smm. J
NO
I'Ii'JAuDIO CENTER FAILURE I 7_JcoMM CARRIER OR SUIT
HARNESS FAILURE
(r,
LM XMTR k OR LM RCVR B 41' LM may be reconfigured to
YES OR EVA XMTR B OR EVA backup- relay mode if
r_ RCVR A FAILURE desired,
'tr• if MSFN oriiina_ty report-
ed no loss of EMU Oata,
I returnto norma reay
configuration.
FImCBU_
will •sit at least 3 minutes fol-EVA
lowing communications loss before
_nl[ modes,
(_ ConfirJres for transmi_on andLM
reception on both VHF frequencies.












ePerfonnVHFvoiceCkvoiceok? I NO _ 3_ 4
Is LM/CSM closini/opaning J_l EQUIPMENTHAS BEEN

























Q has resultedinIf R]TA failure
]00% duty cycle on xmtr A.
rangingoperation,in exceSSof 2
rain at temperatures>67°F in-
dicated on ECS: GLYCOLtemp
ind. may result in xmtr damage.
67°F on ECS:GLYCOLtemp ind
equalsIO0°F at ERAflange.
Q Switching range capabilityout
will enhance voice capability.
PIOC_uRf£
COMMUNICATIONS SUBS_TEM





Table 5-10. ECS Procedure Entry Sheet
Sym Page
Symptom No. No.
H20 QUANTITY low or decr abnormally
CABIN warn it
CABIN PRESS - low or decr
CABIN PRESS - high
SUIT/PAN warn lC
SUIT PRESS - low
SUIT PRESS - high (esreu mode)
02 QTY taut It





PART PRESS CO2 - hJ.sh
GLYCOL comp It
GLYCOL ceuC lc
GLYCOL temp - hlsh or :l.ncr
GLYCOL comp It:

























































eCk H 0 gun &hne Ckfor leak Inmanf
_ eWAeTERTANKSELECTvtv_m I%ER TANKSELECTvN- mI_s " _ NOI._APFLOW#I,_-!
YES DESH20 qty decreasing?]
YES
m _ | 1271 MAHFLEAKBE- II
_'--'LEAKINH=OGUNORUNE I _O LEAKINLINEUPSTR,_.I i--' _E_W,_TER_,NK I
IO WA'rERTANKSELECTV'II I
I eOESH2Ovlv-CLOSE I eWATERTANKSELECT [ ePRIEVAPFLOW#2vlv- |
J .9i=o._.e:t&r_t I _-DES I OP_ I
gunchecknoz_e_ ] eWhenglycoltempin- | eWATERTANKSELECTvlv-
] eDESH=OvN-OPEN I creases I _ I
I if leak stillpresent__ [ eWATERTANKSELECT I eASCH20 vlv- OPEN |
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IN PRESS low or decr eCupin relief & dump vlv
(fwd&ovfld)- CLOS._[J NO
l

































































































































I DOnot let cabinpress reach






• O /H OQTYMON ASC :_l • 02/H20 O_ MON- _
t N°
i i
eCoreect 02 hosesR/B & _ _INSlDE CABIN _ IDES 02 viv OPEN
BIB mCABtNREPRESSvlv - AUTO
• l_mhelmets and &doves mDoffhelmets & lieges
oLOPLSS02 FILLvlv - oConnect02 hosesRIB &
CLOSE B/R









oDUM_ to 48 asia
/
_.o
"IcKo=p..... _ iNo"IGR_'NREPRESS.vYt _
oDES 0 2 - OPEN CABIN REPRESSVLVLKS
--_ 14 .CABIN REPRESSvlv-A_O I INAUTO POSffON
CABINPRESS- incr?o _





•DES 0 2 - CLOSE
• Both robs- CABIN
oCABIN REPRESSvlv - AUTO
• Doffhelmet and cloves
• Connect 02 hosesRiB &
B/R
• DES02 'Av- cycle open,as
required, to maintainpre.
CABIN PRESS--incr ?
CK0 z pre. regs in CLOSE .CABIN REPRESSvlv
CLOSE
• PRESSREGSA & B vt_ O_'rFGAS OlVvlv PULL
CLOSE[individually? EGRESS --
SUITPRESS- incr? .CAB_N_ REX_-
NO Ir
m
Ozp ..... . in CABIN NO
eCABINREG A & B vtvs- -IP CABIN REPRESS VLV OR
CABINindlviduaiI_ PRESS REG TEMPORARILY
SUITPRESS -incr? CRACKED OPEN
N N
SELECTEDPRESSREGFAIL- _ .Failed PRESSREGvlv -
EDOPEN CLOSE
•Good PRESS BEG ,:Iv-
SYMPTOM
e, asic Date 26 Septem.. _r 19"/I
"IIsotate ASE02 tanks
• LO PLSS FILL vlv CLOSE
mill PLSS 02 FILL _
CLOSE
• =]---_ :2 ASC 02 vivs-
i CLOSEm_ REPRESS vIv-CLOSE
eVenly SUITGAS OIVE_ER
vlv-I_J,_,GRES_
mCabin relief & dumpvh_
(hvd& ovnd)- CLOSE
I"ICk ASCOz qty" 1 YES
YES t "Oa/H'O OTY MO.-ASC2
I QtYI°w°r decr abil°rmally ? J
I ASC 02 LEAKINSIOE p
IN
_A 2 ASCO z LEAKINSIDE
BIN
• Cabin relief & dump vfv
(fwd & wh_- AUT__O
o=1 ASC 02vrv- OPEN
When = IASC 02 qty < ]0%:
e_l ASC 02 vlv-CLOSE
0"2 ASC 0 a vlv- OPEN
eConnect 02 hoses RIB &
B/R
• CABINREPRESSvfv AUTO
0_ hotmet & _oves
002/H20 QTY MON-ASC 2
eCabin relief & dumpvfv
(fwd & ovhd- AUTO
e:2 ASC 0:.vlv-OPEN
When _2 ASC Oz qty <
10%
e_2 ASC 02 vlv-L_






mP_ESSREGA & B vh's-
CLOSE










_3J _ 3_] Recoefi_reePRESSBEGA& B vlvsCABIN REPRESS VLV LEAK- CABIN
ING IN SELECTED POSITIONi;
•Cabinrelief& dump vlv
_i (fwd& ovhd)-AUTO
• :l ASC O= vtv-cycle
ooe_, as required, to
maintain pre.
O)
SELECTED PRESS REG r m, eFailedPRESS REG vlv-
=.__, CLOSE
• G_I PRESS REG _lv -
,
• Cabinrelief & dumpvlv
CABIN (hvd& ovhd)- AUTO
I
(I_) I_ncabinmode. suit pressure can he
used to monitor cabin prr_,_Jro.
ltten plumnz PRESSBEGA ml/_
B vN CLOSE ensure heeeqe =s ro
tared to full herd stop pu=tJo_
Q AMumotic cabin repreo4mrizatiog
capabilitynot zvaBabie Donheimet
and _oees
Cabin puncture protection auto
repress not automatic when DES













Ught on if: I
S_it press<3.12 peiain
egressmode 11







I | SUITFAN_ PSW(INTER-
NO I NAL}FAILEDCLOSED ] wSUITISOLviv(CDR& LMPI "SUITFLOW(hold)
, _ (:E) I ecb (]6)ECS: SUITFLOWi CONT-open





I 1 4 I' l YESSUITPRESS- high _ PGAcuffpress>4.0psi? 't
m i
-121



























fan No. 1 is in operation;and (2)
fan warning:suit fan No, | isin-
operative.
O No suit/fan C/W inputs to SUIT
FANcamp It. ECSIt, andSUIT/FAN
warnit.
Q O only indication of fanflow is
operation. C,'W monitoring of suit
protection !ost. SUIT,FAN warn It
inoperative. Use SUIT/FAN camp
It as indication of fan failure.
, ®
_121 c 02 press reg. I l_J I
_L-- *PRESSRECA vlv- CLOSE Jw¢ | PRESSREGAVLVREGULA'rINGHIGH|
| SUITPRINSSO"decr? I'L"i'_lii'i ORFAILEDOPEN I
T ®! _I'J Rese,PRE BEO.v.I
/PRESS REGBVLVREGULATING_ oPRESSREC8 vh - CLOSE I
/ I I ""E RE°Av'v- SSI
IqlOCEDUBE
0 :__U_API_I_lnl_CpaRb_;_svIdve_PrCeLS__._i.zed
Q Suit loop pressure is limited to 4.3
I psiby SUITCIRCUITRELIEFvlv.
tared to full hard stopposition,
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# 1 ASC0z qty < 10%
afterstaging
6a







! I Ck DESq_
• 02/H=,O OTY MON-DES
!_ DES2 NO


























m, i 0 -_o_IB=o__N-C/W
v I CWEAFAILUREp[ R___ET,then_A.A.A_
SI •ck ASC02 _l(:e2)
o02/H20 QTYMON-
ASC#l (#2) NO




Either ASC02 qty <100% ?
___t2 ®
12_ CABINPRESShigh? ]-_llm I#_]J](_ 2)ASC02 LFjI,KOUT.
' mwe LSiOECABINORTRANSDUCER























• DESOa - CLOSE
• CABINREPRESSviv -
CLOSE




DES 0 2 LEAK OUTSIDE
ONg CABIN (FROM TWO TANKS)L
5%
--_ DES 02 LEAK OUTSIDE










• Use lowtank to depletion
tl_;










DES O_ LEAK UPSTREAM
OF CHECKVLV
22_ Rec_fi(ure
•PRESS REG A & B vlvs-
_i_





• =l ASC Oz_v-OPEN
• Oz/HzO OTY MONoC_
_YES '281 mI CABIhLEAK
C.,A_IN PRESSst)IFdecr? [ I
31_ 321 Reconfiiure.
SELECTEDUMPVLVLEAKS_ •DES 02 vlv- OPEN
IN AUTO POSITION eCABINREPRE_'-_Tv-AUTO
I
_l ReselectDESOz. I 34_
• CABINREPRESSvlv-AUTO "_ oO2/H20 QTY MON - C/W
• DES02 vlv - OPE__NN RES._.__,thenDES2
fftOCEDURE
O C_ momtomg of O_ _tit_
lost. Use 0z QUANTITYindicator.
(_if O_QTY It with cabincomeson
depressurized,attempt cabin re-
pressurizationwith DES02 to co,-
firm possibleinstrumentfailure. If
DES 02 depleted, do not attempt
cabinrepressurizaUonwith ASC_,
butmonitorclosedsuitoperation.
(_) Immediately sta_ngorbefree when
descentOz quantity reaches35%.
verify ascent quantitywith MSFN.
if ascentquantityis cowfirmedlow




til quantity_ 100%. thenCLOSE.
Q MSFN can distin_Jish between
leak or sensor failure by real-
time cal_$ation. DIS #1 0,
failure causes O= QTY r._tE
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SYilPIOi I PROCEDURE REMARKS
7 I ®
1 I_ I_s121 .SU,TEAN-!I U L141
I E_ II ;- L.SUnF_o_N-on7II-IRowinsuU,_sto,_ond_SL._LI--sU,TEAHHOIEA,C_'_I 'I_b(,IEDS:SU,TFANl-
I I NO whenfailurenoted:' ' _ openI l i I /I • 17 I I___.
YELLOW I I I INO " '--"--'-----'-
7a ! I / Y (_.
-- ..... "1 I I l Isl IYESIsl I 171 •
I SUITFAN I J " • ,_ l-I_e,_
.... I /  SU,TFA oomp,tonI-' TFA  P H OREA,LED
; _ ; ' ,I. -- ,I,NO - , I I*;b(]S)ECS:UITFAN...%P
L.__:-_ _- V l I -_n
YELLOW NO I 9 I ----
............... _ H_O SEPIt-on? I _-I suTFAN Ol otrrPUTI
t_ iz ¢,_UH re OOnW I I " " I I DEGRADED I
It - onif suitfan_ I t • I l I
= .per- OR,GN.DSEPF.,LED
rr.eg=u ne_-- [ _20SEPIt-on>2min i I HzOSEPIt-onoain_ /
Lv_ = .2 u _v LIS- • i i i g " /
On if H20 Sep speed i YESI
< 800rpm 6 I
rYES
'p C02 CANISTEDsel_ SEC J'_l .Select alt suit fanI YESIL_J NOLle=_ I,,_.1161 RECONFIGURE
1_1 ORIGSUITFANDEGRADEDI_ eReselectprim LiONi H2oSEPIt-°n>2min?I [ HzOSEPIt-on>2min? I I cartridge
_NO • I oReselectorig.H2O SEP
YES
ect Prim canisterinletI
teen & flowlimiter for I




eBoth SUIT1SOLvlvs-to r_nam m SUITDISC.for F_"-le__!
> 1 rain if helmets/_;e;I _OlSC
on. J JH_zOSEPit - on at end of l
|rain?
i + NO RECONFIGUREINO oBothSUIT tSOLvlvs
_H_. SUITFLOW0 SEPSPEEDINSUF- I eReselectprim LiOH












eBoth SUIT ISOLvlvs- SUITFLOW













Assumption:Suit fan No. I in
use.
Q Suit input CWEA inop-fan to
erative Fan failure detected by
reduced suit flow andHzO SEPit.
(_Use componentcaution fights and
appropriateindicatorforsubsequent
failure
Q Crew ISonly ofcomfort indicator
H2O separator performance
Q H=O SEPcomponent caution It &
ECScaution It will remainon. use
componentIts & indicators for
suit fan, Glycol pump& Hi COz
failures.




Q ConsuultMSFNif nodebris is ev-
ident.
C 300LA_-103






























It - on if pump_.P
<3 psid
SYMPTOM










Ecs.t- i,<1rain,p.- P, T C..,,O,.-EA,LURE
i
ecb (11)ECS:COz SENSOR- hangeprimaryLiOHcar-
open I tridge.YES
ECSIt - off? /
_J CWEAFAILURE " _ I"_,CO,CANISTERSELvlv_ 1--
ECSIt - off in I "rhan-e
NO<1 min? _'_ _lm ' SATURATEDORFAILED I Ltridge .J
I_JGLYCOLcampIt - on? I I I GLYCOLpress< 15psi? | GLYCOLPUMP_I FAILURE
/ .LNo ,,_













Q CO2 It remeinson while ,selector
is in SECpesition.CO=,r_oulddrop
to zero in <1 minute.
(_ Lk,e ECSaM CO=,Its to detecthigh
CO2.
(_N_mal life of prin',.y canister is
4) man-hours;secondarycanister,
16 man-hours.
(_)'Change UOH cmster on time. CO2
sensorusuallyfails high.





(16) EC._"[V_ PUMP,_C -
eSECEVAPFLOWvlv - OPEN
a. Immed_ety offer "-'_-tmting
seco_aryglycol loop:
ecb ECS:LCGPUMP- open
ecblkC BUS A: T_DR-
open
eLTG: OVERRIDEII_EGRAL-ON
ecb/kC BUS B: NUM LTG-
oncept during eng bum or T'_--
dez_musor deckinl[ maneuvers











ecb/AC BUS A: GASTA-_
ecb FLT DISP: _A-













( i,-W"GLY_X t_ >50 ° F?
Lilhton if: I
I
P" ZI_ temP >50° F I




























mcr _ i GLYCOLImp?
' >+, i---P-
i
I eCycle electricalloads,as i






























































































: _t_L- P_ 1
i ecb (111)[CS: GLYCOL
PUMP]-close






ePRI EVAPFLOW#2 vtv- I
P_IMARYHzO REGFAILED Ilu OPEN I
CLOSED ePRI £VAPFLOW#I vlv-
CLO_
m_ o_emtin_with c_ EC_GLYCOL
PUI_ kuTO TRNFR c_ed. _
Selected H_,Otank _ not been
m_keed.
(_ _c_ m re_mecy_
(_) I_or system bedomomoe .irk
GLYCOLca_t It inoperative.




ec_/AC BUS A: TAPE RCOR-
e_:' OVERRIDE INTEGRAL-ON
ec_/AC BUS B: HUM LTG-open.
sscept duri_ eq 10ranor rec-
de,woes or docking omneuvors










oc_/AC BUS k: C.AS'Tk-open
ecb FIT DISP: GASTA-open
COMM:UP DATA I.JNK-
open
(_ DessentH20 for co<dingis IosL
®Vll_ nmlinl fdtm at _
pmature above "67°Findicated in
cabin my resolt ifl VHF trans-
mitterdomale.
D-3_OL_IO_
SYHPTOH I PROCEDURE RF.MAJHr,S
i







GLYCOL L _ eGLYCOi..PuMp 2
YELLOW
Lizhton if pump,,P <3 I
pr_ I







I I _ ! I Compareglycolpumps.







och (] I) ECS:GLYCOLPUMPAUTO
TRNFR-close
IIEMARILS
(I_ Glycol automatictransfer ispump
operable,MonitorGLYCOLind. for
pumpfailures.
(_A tomporary_P milch failure will
result in automatictransfer Con-
firm pump No. [ failure by re-
settingautomatictransfer circmt
and reselectingpumpNO ] while
monitorinl[glycol pressure.Do not
stop glycol flow foq>20 minutes

































Light on if EO relays
K1 through K6 are
closedWhen MASTER
ARM-.05
El)RELAYS STAGESEORLY_ A (B)
It- on? Partial staeine may occur
II IN 0 if MASTERARMi O_N




































EO SYSA (B)RELAYK2. K.c
KSAorK6FAtLEDCLOSED






































4. 5.5A. (or 6)possibly m
FAILEDCLOSED J
T




A(B)i _ ocb ED:LOGICPWR -
i cJose i
, •Initiate abortstage ;
I ABORI sequence i
IF STAGE
































• ]_'_"le Press- Fire
• MASTERARM-
0 This pnx:edurepries _ _:
p_ u_h B) sydm _
felWnd I_ _U'S preosud_
_.mm sys_ A,md _
(_/his pmced_ Womlesfor k"S
pressurizationwith ED system&
stqpng with El) s/stem k tl_
ED system 8: and ARS pre=ur-
izationwithEDsystemD.
(_ MSEN con confirm failure
te_rv, Cemult Mgll I_
p_
(_) Descent on_ a.er-e,_re
ride functionis lost whencb El):
LOGICP_ B- open
(_K5 or K_ fndlurecouldbe de-
t_ _ly if the SQUIBSawe












ED RELAYS taut: It:
STAGE SEQ RELAYS SYS A & B lee - off when MASTER ARM - ON
STAGE SEQ RELAYS SYS A & B it: - off vhen MASTER ARM - ON
MSFN advises botch SYS A & B K7-K15 FAILED




































































FJI - ASCHI TNIKZ
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The fo)lowinRstep not re-






3 [ AJtmethodof armingEDbus
eASEHeSet-Tank-[
ecb S/C: ABORTSTAGE(2) - open
eABORTSTAGEpb- push --



















eASCHe SEL- TANK2 i
NO
131* ASCHeP_ESS--FI_ l_J
• if APSdoesnotpress con- i=,' Continue Mission
tinge
O This methodpressurizesASCENT
Tank-1 as soonas ABORTSTAGE
pb is pushed.
Q MSFN confirm failure. Con-can
surf MSFN before proceeding.
Q Descentengine commandover-
ride functionis lastwhencb EO:
LOGICPWRB - open
(_ This pressurizesascentmethod
tank t assoon as abortstagepb
is pushed.
(_ABORT pb must pushedSTAGE be
for staging.This ensures staging
withtwopyrosystems.
STMflOB PROCEDURE REMA_
Basic Dote .26 September 1971
EXPLOSIVE DEVICES









RR temp > 148° or
<-54° F






<-52 _F (power down)




>135 ° F (TLC and
lunar orbit)
?>150 ° F (lunar stay)
<- 52 ° F
; o C)
eHTR CONT: TEMP MON- _ eHTR CONT: TEMP MON-
RNDZ RADAR S BAN_._...DD













ecb (11) HTR: RNDZ RDR i









1_--'_en temp <I48_F or
j tree ne














| 28] Power antenna.
I
ecb/AC BUS B: S BD ANT
I - close
I ecb (16) COMM: S BD ANT
I - close
I eCO-MM ANT: TRACK MODE
I -SLEW









ecb (11) HTR: RNDZ RDR
OPR- _o_o_o_o_o_o_o_o_o__9





ecb (11) HTR: RNDZ RDR
STBY-open




|, I INST FAILURE
When RR not required:














:II I _heee_.ecb (11) HTR: RNOZ ROR
STBY OR RNDZ RDR OPR-
d_e
HIGH
"l_ 22J Deactivate heater. 241 .ml up co_,_231ecb (16} HTR: S BD ANT. ,--z If needed:
ecb (16) HTR: S BO ANT-
open YES S-BAND ANTENNA HEATER 41" cycletomintaintmpzt
Antenna temp deer? _ FAILED ON. _° to 100 ° F
f NO YES
FESp Antenna operating? J-Din 2_J Deactivate antenna, I
When able, deactivate an-'_
tenna:
NO eCOMM ANT: TRACK MODE i- FF
I ecb/'-AC BUS B: S BD ANT
I
! HEAT SOAK OR INST -_ iw_13_
i FAILURE Antenna temp deer? _ HEAT SOAK
! t No
I
I!NO --I_ INSTFAILURE I
S-BAND ANTENNA HEATER _ ecb (16) HTR: S BD ANT. !
FAILED OFF. open i
(_ Lil_ Im Off Warn lint _ONI:
TEMP MON is set to dfec_ heat-
er proem. 14F.ATBt n i mt Io
if_wm
L If RR trap<+ IO'F
_(11) _ _ I _-
b. _ >÷ I_:
ecb/AC BUS k.I I -












IiF.ATn caut It (RCS)
• Assume no action v111 be taken during • critical mission phase.
• One heat system (4/QUAD) can saint•In temper•Cure above 119"F.





S-band antenna Camp abnormal
LR t:emp abnormal.









































































































































lz_, 2 J Deactivateheaters.
ecb (11) HTR RCSSYSAiR
1: QUkD] (2, 3, 4)-onen
ecb (16) HTRRCSSYSA/B




5 [ Findbad heater
; ecb {16) HTRRCSSYSA/B
2: QUAO1 (2, 3, 4)-cinse
I Tempincr?
SA_ A/B 1 AUTOH_tL_ iILURE
41 Recoofigura.
ecb (ll) HTRRCSSYSAIR
_ _.,_D 1: QUAD1 _ 3' 4)'_°_e
ecb (]6) HTRRCSSYSA/B




YES SYS AIB 2 AUTO HEATER _ ecb (ll)HTR _ _ A/B"











@ Aimormalhii_ temp is for periods
of I1o thrusteractivity after tlmlp
zoald_ck from previousactivity (if
any)hasstabilized.
For centJnlencinswhere QUAD
temp _ 60"F, manualmodeen-
Ipne opuratimmay be undertak-
en. If minimumpulse bit is re-
quired, GUN) warmup to ll9"F
he a_omplishedby steady
state enl#neoperation.A 3-sec-
md §dng of eachenginein cold
QUA/)will result in cluster tem-




































Excessive Cabin Leek .................
Fire/Smoke Ln CabLe (Not in suLc loop) ........
FLre/Sumke In ault loop ................
Suit Leak in Depressurized Cabin ...........
Vacuul Changeover -PLSS to LH .............
Cretman Vacuum Transfer to CSH ............
Emergency Transfer, Using 0PS .............
Emergency Forward Hatch Opening (CabLe Side) .....
Contaninants In ARS/CabLn Atmosphere .........
Smoke In Cabin (Crew Uemuited) ............
Loss of Descent Power .................
Loss of (]DR Bus During Powered Descent ........
To Abort (DPS Engine) .................
To Abort (APS Engine) .................
ReconfLgure ......................
Loss of L_ Bus During Powered Descent ........
To Abort (DPS Engine) .................
To Abort (APS Engine) ................
P.econfigure ......................
Extravehicular Transfer (Staged Vehicle) .......
Subsystem Preparation for Egress ...........
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Coat/,ngtmcy l_nsSemettt Procedures ...........
EPS _restsginS Cheek - Lunar Coutinl_mcy (0_ Ascent
Battery ouZy) .....................
PLSS 14alutup to lJ4 Suit Loop via PGA Xnterfece .....
PLSS 02 Transfer to I24 Suit Loop via M_tfold .....
PLSS H20 Transfer to I24 SublLutor ....... • • •
ARS ConftjureCl0u for use of @! LtOH Cartrldps ....
AGS Pusetve Thenusl Control (PTC) for LHI@1
Configuration .....................
AGS Passive Thenutl Control (PTC) for U4/CSM
Configuration .....................
PGNCS Pustve Thermal Control (PTC) for LH/CSH
ConflBuration .....................
U4 Stagtn8 While Docked with @1 onXy .........
U4/LGC-Controlled Spin Stabtlisst£en of @1 ......
l.q/AGS-Controlled Spin StabtlXsat£on of @1 ......
}linimtz£nS DPS Supercrttic81 Hel/.un Pressure R:J.se at
Start of Burn .....................
DPS Supercr£tical Helium VemtLn 8 (Zero G, Docked Only).
Deleted
DPS Supercr£tLcal Helium Vent Dur£n$ a Burn ......
Loll Of Both _P.OP.t H20 Tsmbl .............
Loss of Both Aicenc 02 Tanks .............
Lose of Both Press RmSs (Ya21ed Closed) ........
Lose of Both Suit Fez8 ................
Optimization of APS Helium Manifold Leak .......
Ascent Scase OzYsen Tank Bl_sd-Dmm Procedure .....
Ascent Staze Oxysen Tank Top-Off Procedure ......
Descent 02 Ventt_ll ..................
Lees of Nenual md Auto APS Start Capability .....
Lose of t4anual end Auto APS Start CapabtlLty
(with lees of oue bus) ................
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Table D-I. Definitions of S_mbols end Abbreviations





























Alternating current (a-c, u.m.)
Attitude controller assembly
Abort electronics assembly
Ascent engine arming assembly
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CSZ iteration error (ACS)














Contingency sample return container
Continuous-wave
Csutlon and warning
Caution and warn/as electronics assembly
Ali&_ment error signal (AGS)
Disltal-to-analos
Digital autoptlot
Decibel vith respect to 1 mill/watt
Direct current (d-c, u.m.)
Descent engine control assembly
Decrease
Data entry and display assembly
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Display Inertlal data (dlscrete)
Differential
Predicted change in integrated gravity (ACS)
Disconnect
Display




124 position remainder (ACS)
Deadface relay box




Lunar alignsent correction (ACS)
Elevation angle (snsle be_veen active vehicle LOS and































































X-component of attitude error
Y-component of attitude error
Z-component of attitude error
Fsh renhei t
Fecal collection receptacle assembly








Foot (feet) per second
Foot (feet)
Forward
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Ground elapsed time of IKnition
Cimbal
Guidance, Navigation. and Control Subsystem
Caseous oxysen
Ground support equipment
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ind pwr fall It



























Indicator power failure light















Lunar cm_unications relay unit
Landing
LM guidance computer
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Lunar geological exploration camera
Left-hand
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Nanead Space Flight Netvork
Nillivolt(e)
Ntlllwatts(s)
Mean orbital angular rate of LM in transfer orbit (red/set)


















Orbital rate display - earth and lunar
Oscillator
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Table I)-1. Definitions of Symbols and Abbreviations (cont)







































Senilatus rectum (semipsrameter) of I_ transfer orbit (it)









Pulse-code-modulatlon and timing electronlcs assembly
Power distribution assembly
Pressure 8arment assembly
Primary guidance, navigation, and control section
Primary suldance end navigation section
3.1416
Pulse integrating pendulous accelerometer
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Propellant quantity gaging system







Prupe 1 fan t
Pouer supply
Pouer and serve assembly
Pound(s) per square Inch
Pound(s) per square inch absolute








Perlfocu8 altitude of predicted LM trajectory (TPI only)
Apofocus altitude of LH trajectory (ACS)
Quantity indicator
Perifocua altitude of LH trajectory (ACS)
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R_nklne: radius vector; LM-eo-CSM range (A_,S)
Range rate between LM and CSM (AGS)
Resls t ance-capacl tance
Reverse current





X-component of CSM position (AGS)
Y-component of CSM position (AGS)
Z-component of CSM position (AGS)
Relay driver; desired radlal Jerk (AGS)
Radar
Re fe rents




Predicted orbit insertion burnout radius (AGS)










































kndezvous radar; estimated range between LM and CSM (^C
Estimated range rate between LM and CSM (ACS)
Rendezvous radar electronics
Calculated range at time of radar range measurement
Resistance thermometer
X-component of LM position (AGS)
Y-component of LM position (ACS)
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Solar wind composition (experiment)
Sys t em
AGS computer time (AC_)
Time
State vector time (GET) selected to define TMU and LM
orientation
Absolute time (ACS)




Predicted elme from CDH to TPI (AGS)
Thrust chamber pressure




SCare vector inteKraCion cime
Time from ensine cutoff
Tlme of free fall to 300,000 ft, earth orbit;
]5,000 ft, lunar orbit
Time from TIC
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Thae-to-Ko to ensine cutoff
Thrust
Time to CSI (ACS)
Time of £snition
ACS computer time of CSI maneuver (ACS)
Absolute time of CDlt maneuver (ACS)
ACS computer time of TPI or midcourse maneuver (AGS)
Trackins l/sht electronics
Telemetry
Transfer phase final maneuver
Transfer phase initiation
Transfer phase midcourse
Time to rendezvous (ACS)











1/4 rotational axis in Y-Z plane 45" from +Z
Urine collection and transfer assembly
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Verb; inertial velocity vector at TIG; LH veloclty;
12_ rocatlonal axis in Y-Z plane 315" from +Z
Volts, alternating current
Voltage-controlled oscillator
X-component of CSH velocity (AG,S)
Y-component of CSH velocity (AGS)
Z-component of CSH velocity (AOS)
Volts, direct current
AV expended in X-body-axls direction minus
descent engine capability
AV expended in Y-body-axis direction
AV expended in Z-body-sxls direction
Velocity
Ha_nitude of velocity vector required by I_ for
transfer orbit injection (fps); magnitude of I_
velocity to be gained
Component of VO vector resolved along present X-axis
Component of VG vector at TIG along (RxV)xR
Component of VO vector resolved along present Y-axis
Component of VG vector at TIG along Vr.q
Component of VG vector resolved along present Z-axis





AV for CSI maneuver (AGS)









































Velocity perpendicular to CSM orbit (AGS)
Volts root mean square
Velocity to be gained during burn (AGS)
Total velocity required to rendezvous (direct interception
only)
Velocity alan 8 X-axis; altitude rate
Lateral velocity; velocity along Y-axis
Ikivelocity normal to CSM orbit plane (ACS)
Forward velocity; velocity along Z-axis
Warning light
X-unit vector for coanaudins attitude (AGS)
Y-unit vector for coumendtns attitude (ACS)
Z-unit vector for cmmutnding attitude (AGS)
X-unit vector normal to CSM orbit (AGS)
Y-unit vector normal to CSM orbit (AGS)






LH lateral axis; I/4 out-of-plans position (AG8)
X-component of CSM position (AGS)
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Y-component of CSH position (ACS)
Z-component of CSK position (AC,S)
Desired out-of-plane Jerk
Predicted value of out-of-CSM-orbit plane position (AGS)
X-component of LM position (ACS)
Y-component of LM posiClon (ACS)
Z-component of LM posiClon (AGS)
LH fore-aft axis
Landln s azimuth ansle (ACS)
Difference between initial end final eccentric anomalies
of transfer orbit (red)
Altitude differential
Altitude between active and passive vehicle after CDH (ACS)
Cheese in p for next iteration (ACS)
Pressure differential
_asnttude of difference between position state vector
before end after incorporation of mark dace
Differential altitude in coelliptic orbit (ACS)
Time dif ferenCial
Time required for transfer from TIC (TPI) to CLue of
intercept
Velocity cheese (differential); magnitude of difference
bet_eeen state vector before and after incorporation of
mark dace
Required impulsive AV to accomplish CDH maneuver at TiC
(COn)
Required impulsive AV Co accomplish CSX maneuver at TiC
(csx)
AV in X-direction (ACS)
AV in Y-direction (ACS) #
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AV in Z-direction (ACS)
Neeaured AV -asnitude
Required i_u18ive AV to accomplish next midcourse
maneuver at TIC (MID)
Required ia_ulaive AV to accomplish intercept (TPF)
maneuver st calculated time of intercept
Required impulsive AV to accomplish TPT maneuver at
TiC (TeI)
Exterrml &V component In horizontal direction
perpendlcular to CSH orbit plane (AGS)
Component of Integrated acceleratlon along LH +X-axis
Couponent of AV applled at TIG aloe s (RxV)xR
Component of integrated acceleratlon along L/4 +Y-axls
Component of AV applied at TIC along VxR
Component of integrated acceleration along LH +Z-axis
Component of AV applied at TIG along -R
Angular difference between RR indicated LOS end state
vector LOS
AnKle
SemimaJor axis of transfer orbit (AGS)
Phase
Infinity
Less than or equal to
Greater then or equal to
Is less than
Is greater than
Angle betveen I/4 +Z-axis and local horizontal plane (pitch)
LH-to-CSH phase ankle
Predicted LOS angle at TPI time (AGS TPI only)
Angle betveen L/4 +Z-axis and local horizontal plane (AG,S)
Yw
Ro11; ankle beL_een LOS and forward direction
AnKle between RR LOS and 124 +Z-axls
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Abbrevietio_J, D, finitions of Sytbols tad .................... D-1
Abort Procedures ................................. 5.1-1
APS Abort (LGC PT1, AY_ 410+00000) ........................ 4.10-126
ACA Rardover ................................... 4.5-14
Activation, Subsystem .............................. 4.2-2
AOS
AF_/DEDA Restrictions ............................. 4.4-5
AEA Roadinesz Check .............................. 4.6-55
AEA Self-Tut ................................. 4.6-45
AGS Accelerometer Calibration ......................... 4.6-58
AGS (Alignment) ................................ 4.9-17
AGS Alignment, Backup (Using ACS Body-Axis A1igrment & AOT) .......... 4.9-20
ACS Alignment, Backup (Using ACS Body-Axis A1Lgmmnt & PCNS IMU) ....... 4.9-19
ACS Attitude Error Display .......................... 4.5-34
ACS Attitude Hold/Rate Coamand ........................ 4.5-8
AGS Automatic ................................. 4.5-6
ACS Automatic Rendezvous Radar I/4 State Vector Updates
(Rm_ Data Trmsfer Via LCC) ......................... 4.8-22
AGS/CES .................................... 4.6-42A
AGS Checkout ................................. 4.6-46
ACS Contingency LM Lunar Touchdown State Vector, Load ............. 4.6-51.
ACS Direct .................................. 4.5-12
AOS FITH ................................... 4.12-14
AGS fyro & Accelsrometer Calibration ..................... 4.6-46
AGS Initialization Routine (R47) ....................... 4.6-23
AOS Lunar Align (400+40000) .......................... 4.9-29
AGS Lunar Azimuth Store ............................ 4.6-61
AGS Lunar Surface Gyro Calibration ...................... 4.6-60
AGS Hanual Absolute T/am Initialisation .................... 4.6-49
ACS Manual CSH State Vector Update/Initialization ............... 4.6-52
AGS Manual L/_ State Vector Update/Initialization ............... 4.6-S0
ACS Orbit Insertion .............................. 4.7-36
AGS Orbital Steering .... • ......................... 4.6-$3
ACS Orientation to Initial Computed Steering Attitude, ............ 4.6-56
ACS Out-of-Plane Phmeuver ........................... 4.7-36A
ACS Partial Pmeer-Dovn ............................ 4.6-63
ACS Poser-Down ................................ 4.6-42A
ACS Pm_er-Up ................................. 4.6-43
ACS Pover-Up From ACS Partial Pover-Dovn ................... 4.6-63
AGS (Prethruat) ................................ 4.7-34A
AGS Pulse ................................... 4.5-10
AGS RCS Axis-by-Axis Thrust .......................... 4.10-$1
AGS Reacalin8 From Lunar to Earth ½iasion ................... 4.6-61
AGS Selector Logic .............................. 4.4-49
AGS Total Attitude Display ........................... 4.$-33
ACS warn It (malfunction procedure) ...................... $.2-14
ACS Wb Vector Update ............................. 4.6-$9
D_)A response abnormal (malfunctions procedure) ................ 5.2-14
PCNCS/AGS Align ................................ 4.9-17
Rote Gyro Check ................................ 4.6-54
Alarm Coda (V05 N09) .............................. 4.t-29
Alignment .................................... 4.9-2
AGS ..................................... 4.9-17
AGS Lunar Align (400_0000) ............... - ........... 4.9-29
Backup AGS Alignment (Using ACS Body-Axis Alignment & AOT) .......... 4.9-20
Backup AGS Alignment (Usin 8 AGS Body-Axis Aligummst & PGiqs I1_3) ........ 4.9-19
Docked Manual D4U Coarse Alignment ................. , , , , , 4.9-16
II4U Orientation Determination Prosrm (PSI) .................. 4.9-2
itealLIPS Prosrmt (P$2) ........................... t.2-5
ISS Coarse ,_Ltip ............................... t._-16,
Lunar SurEace Alilumeut ............................ 4.9-22






PGNCS/AGS AliEn ................................ 4.9-17
PGNCS Lunar Surface Align Prosrem (PS7) .................... 4.9-22
Torque Gyros ................................. 4.9-15
ALSEP
ALSEP Operations ............................... 4.15-37
Open Scientific Equipment (SF_) Bay ...................... 4.15-37
Pallet Assembly Remote Deployment ....................... 4.15-38
Pallet Assembly Manuel Deployment ....................... 4.15-39
Pallet Assembly Manual Deployment in Low Attitude ............... 4.15-40
Removal of RTC Fuel Element .......................... 4.15-41
Altitude/Altitude Rate Display .......................... 4.5-37
AOT Decenc/LPD/COAS Codes (N70, N71) ....................... 4.4-32
AOT LiEhtin E Check ................................ 4.2-17
Approach Phase Program (P64) ........................... 4.10-86
APS
APS Abort (LCC P71, AEA 410+OO000) ...................... 4.10-116
APS Periodic Mouitorin s ............................ 4.13-31
APS Pressurization & Checkout ......................... 4.12-3
APS Pressurization & Checkout (Alceruate) ................... 4.12-4
APS/RCS Propellant Interconnect ........................ 4.13-29
APS Temp/Press Prepressurization Check .................... 4.2-48
APS Thrust Progrem (P42) With AOS Follovup/In Control ............. 4.10-22
Ascent Enslne On/Off Control ......................... 4.$-19
ASC He ItF.G I (2) tb-bp (malfunction procedure) ................ 5.2-29
ASC HI _ cant it (malfunction procedure) .................. 5.2-29
ASC PRESS warn It (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-28
ASC QTY cent It (malfunction procedure) .................... 5.2-29
Fuel or oxld press abnormal (malfunction procedure) .............. $.2-29
Fuel or oxid temp abnormal (malfunction procedure) .............. 5.2-29
He press abnormal or dacr (malfunction procedure) ............... -5.2-29
ARS/CabLn Atmosphere, Contau_'Lnents In ...................... -5.3-8
ARS/PGA Pressure Intssrity Check ......................... 4.2-29
ARS Purse (EVA Preparation) ........................... 4.15-14
Ascent Battery Activation & Checkout ....................... 4.2-45
Ascent StaEe Oxygen Tank Bleed-I)mm Procedure .................. -5.4-24A
Ascent SCaBs Oxygen Tank Top-0ff Procedure .................... 5.4-24B
Attitude Control Modes .............................. 4.5-2
Attitude Error Display, Node I .......................... 4.6-38
Attitude Error Display, Mode II ............... .......... 4.6-38
Attitude P_te Display .............................. 4.-5-34
B
Brakin E Ph_e Progrm, (F63) With AGS Preparation for Orbit Insertion (410+00000) . 4.10-73
Cabin Atmosphere Filtering .............................
Cabin Depreenurization ..............................
Cabin Leak Check .................................
Cabin Leak, Excessive ..............................
Cabin Operations .................................
Cabin RepresaurizaCion ..............................
Cabin Repreasurization System, Disable I2/ ....................
Cabin Repreaaurization System, Enable I24 .....................
Calibration
P_S AcceleromeCer Calibration .........................
AGS Cyro & Accelerometer Calibration .....................
AGS Lunar Surface Gyro Calibration ......................
Camera Wedge, Installation of 16-_4 Sequence ...................




















Abnormal dynamics durln8 MPS thrustln 8 (malfuncClon procedure) ........ 5.2-19
Abnormal vehicle dynamics (non-HPS) (malfunction procedure) .......... 5.2-16
ACS pulse or direct cmds abnormal (malfuncclon procedure) ........... 5.2-18
CES AC warn ic (malfunction procedure) .................... 5.2-22
CES DC warn IC (malfunction procedure) .................... 5.2-22
ENG CMBL cauC It (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-20
ENG THRUST & CHD T]_UST Ind do not agree/off schedule (malfunction procedure) . 5.2-21
121 drifts ouc of deadband (malfunction procedure) ............... 5.2-17
No MPS ignition aC TIC - 0 (malfunction procedure) .............. 5.2-21
No MPS shutdown (malfunction procedure) .................... 5.2-20
PGNS minimum impulse (V76) czds abnormal (malfunction procedure) ....... 5.2-17
PRE AMPS cauC IC (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-22
Premature MPS isnltion (malfunction procedure) ................ 5.2-20
Prop cmds abnormal (malfunction procedure) .................. 5.2-18
TTCA cmds abnormal (malfunction procedure) .................. 5.2-19
Checklist Reference Codes (VSO N25) ....................... 4.4-28
Circuit Breaker Activation ............................ 4.2-10
COAS LishCln B Check ............................... 4.2-18
CoellipCic Sequence Initiation (LCC P32, AEA 410+10000) ............. 4.7-7
Communications
Cannot acquire phaselock (malfunction procedure) ...............
Communications Basic .............................
Communications (Subsystem Hanasement) .....................
Connect to LH ECS & Communications ......................
Disconnect From LM ECS & Communications ....................
DSEA Check ..................................
DUA Backup Voice Disable ...........................
DUA Backup Voice Enable ............................
DUA Disable ..................................
DUA Enable ..................................
Loss of ICS (malfunction procedure) ......................
Loss of S-band voice coma (malfunction procedure) ...............
Loss of VI4P voice comm wlth CSM (ulfunctlon procedure) ............
Lose of voice coma with EVA (one man EVA) (malfunction procedure) .......
Low-Power S-Band Backup Voice, LBR Check With Steerable Antenna ........
MSFN reports loss of PCM. S-band voice OK. (malfunction procedure) ......
One crewman has abnormal (_mselected) hot mike (malfunction procedure) ....
Relay }/ode: CSH Voice to MSFN .........................
Relay Mode: EVA (One-Man EVA) .........................
Relay Mode: EVA (Two-_n EVA) .........................
S-Bend Antenna Cooldown ............................
S-Bend Confisuratlon for LOS .........................
S-Bend CWF.A Enable ..............................
S-Bend LBR Data Enable ............................
S-Bend Operation in PTC Mode .........................
S BD RCVR caut it (malfunction procedure) .................. .
VHF RanBln S Check ...............................
VHF B DaCe Enable ...............................
Connect to 124 F£S, Cremasn ................... ".........
Connect Co 124 ECS & Communications ........................
Consian¢ A Altitude (L_ P33, AKA 410+20000) ...................
Consumables Check ................................
Controls and Displays ..............................
Coolant Loop (HTS) Activation, Secondary .....................
Coolins H20 Changeover, LH H20 (LCC) co PLSS H20 .................
Coolina H20 Changeover , PLSS H20 to LM H20 (LCC) .................
Crash Bar Deplo_ent ...............................
Crash Bar, Stow .................................
Crash Bar. Unstc_ ................................
Crew-Defined Maneuver Routine (R62) .......................
Crewman Connect Co LM ECS ............................
Crewman DiscounecC Transfer Umbilical ......................
CSM Backup ....................................
















































CSH Coelliptic Sequence Initiation Targeting Prosrma (P72) ............ 4.7-38
CSH Constant A Altitude Tarsetin8 Prosrau (P73) ................. 4.7-41
CSH Transfer Phase Initiation Targeting Program (P74) .............. 4.7-43
CSH Transfer Phase Hldcourse TarKetin 8 Program (P75) ............... 4.7-46
CSH Trsnsfer to lAq Power (Unstaged) ............. 4.3-27
cs.Tr.asfertoLMeowor(St, ed- f'boat) ........ 4.3-.
D
DAP Data Load Routine (R03) ...........................
Deactivation, Final Subsystem ..........................
Deactivation, Subsystmn .............................
DEDA Accessible Parae-.ters List .........................
DEDA Input List .................................
Dm_A Output List .................................
DefecnCton Disposal (Alternative Hode) ......................
Defecation Disposal (Prima }4ode) .........................
Descent Ensina On/Off Control ..........................
Descent Engine Throttle Control .........................
Descent 02 Venting ................................
Disconnect Prom LH ECS # Ccemunlcations .....................
Displays, Controls and ..............................
Deckins, 124 ...................................
DPS
Descent Engine On/Of£ Control .........................
Descent gnsine Throttle Control ........................
DES He PEG I (2) tb - bp (malfunction procedure) ...............
DES He PEG 2 (I) tb - 8ray (malfunction procedure) ..............
DES QTY warn It (nalfunctlon procedure) ....................
DES BEG warn It (malfunction procedure) ....................
DPS Abort (LCC P70, AEA 410+00000) ......................
DPS Periodic Honitorin8 ............................
DPS Pressurlzatlon & Checkout .........................
DPS Propellant Tank VenCln8 ..........................
DPS Supercrttical He Ventins (Lunar Surface Only) ...............
DPS Tamp/Press Prepressurizntion Check ....................
DPS Thrust Prosrma (P40) With AGS Pollowup, Decked ..............
DPS Thrust Program (P40) Wlth ACS Pollowup/In Control .............
Pusl/oxid press abnormal (malfunction procedure) ...............
Pusl/oxld reap abnormal (malfunction procedure) ................
FUEL VENT/OXID VENT tb - abnormal (nalfunction procedure) ...........
He press abnormal (malfunction procedure) ...................
Loss of Descent Power .............................
PQCS Ind abnormal (malfunction procedure) ...................
Drosus (CSH Side), Install ............................
Drogue (CSH Side), Remove ............................
Drogue (LH Side), Install ............................
Drogue (IJ4 Side), Remove .............................
DSEA Check ................................... ,.
DSk'Y LtshC 'rest .................................
_A Backup Voice Disable .............................
DUA Backup Voice Enable .... • ..........................
I_A Disable ...................................
DUA Enable ....................................














































ED Prastasins Check .............................. 4.12-8
ED RELAYS taut It (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-58
STAGE SEQ RELAYS SYS A & B Its - off when 14ASTER A/M - ON (malfunction
procedure) ............................... 5.2-58
STAGE SF_ RELAY SYS A or B It: - off when HASTER ARM - ON (malfunction
procedure) ............................... 5.2-59





Emergency Procedures ................................ 5.3-2
Contaminants In ARS/Cabln Atmosphere ..................... 5.3-8
Emergency Forward Hatch Opening (Cabin Side) ................. 5.3-8
Emergency Transfer, Using OPS ......................... 5.3-7
EPS Prestagin8 Check - Lunar Contingency (One Ascent Battery Only) ...... 5.3-10
Excessive Cabin Leak . . 5.3-2ExtravehicularTrausferiS;ais :::::::::::: ::::::: 5.3-15
Final Subsystem Preparation for EVT ...................... 5.3-16
Fire/Smoke in Cabin (Not in Suit Loop) .................... 5.3-3
Fire/Smoke in Suit Loop ............................ 5.3-3
Loss of CDR Bus During Powered Descent .................... 5.3-11
Abort (DPS Engine), To ......................... 5.3-11
Abort (APS Engine), To ......................... 5.3-12
Reconflgure ............................... 5.3-13
Loss of Descent Power ............................. 5.3-11
Loss of ED Sub-system ............................. 5.4-35
Loss of L_W Bus During Powered Descent .................... 5.3-13
Abort (DPS Engine), To ......................... 5.3-13
Abort (APS Engine), To ......................... 5.3-14
Reconfigure ............................... 5.3-14
Loss of Manual and Auto APS Start Capability .............. 5.4-25
Loss of Manual and Auto APS Start Capability (with loss of one bus) . . . 5.4-31
Smoke in Cabin (Crew Uneulced) ........................ 5.3-9
Subsystem Preparation for Egress ....................... 5.3-15
Suit Leak in Depressurized Cabin ....................... 5.3-4
Vacuum Changeover- PLSS to I_ ........................ 5.3-5
Vacuum Transfer to CSM, Crewman ........................ 5.3-8
ECS
ARS/CabLn Atmosphere, Contaminants In ..................... 5.3-8
ARS/PGA Pressure Integrity Check ....................... 4.2-29
Cabin Atmosphere Filtering .......................... 4.13-17
Cabin Depressurization ............................ 4.13-11
Cabin Leak Check ............................... 4.13-14
Cabin Leak, Excessive ............................. 5.3-2
CABIN PRESS - hlgh (malfunction procedure) ..................
CABIN PRESS- low or decr (malfunction procedure) ...............
Cabin Repressurizatlon .................. . .........
Cabin Repressurlzation System, Disable LM ...................
Cabin Repressurlzatlon System, Enable LM ...................
CABIN warn It (malfunction procedure) .....................
Connect to 12{ ECS, Crewman ................. . ........
Connect to LH ECS & Cormunlcatlons ................ . . . . . .
Consumables Check ...............................
Coolant Loop (HTS) Activation, Secondary ...................
Cooling I[20 Changeover, LM H20, (LCG) to PLSS H20 ...............
Cooling I[20 Changeover, PLSS H20 to LM H20 (LCG) ...............
CO2 it (malfunction procedure) ................. . ........
Disconnect From I_4 ECS & Con_unlcatlons ....................
ECS Activation & Checkout ...........................
ECS Basic (Unstaged & Staged) .........................
ECS taut It (malfunction procedure) ......................
ECS Periodic Honitorlng (Staged) .......................
ECS Periodic Monitoring (Unstsged) ......................
ECS Prestagln8 Check .............................
ECS (Subsystem Hanagemant) ..........................
ECS Status (Two Hen on Lunar Surface) .....................
GLYCOL taut it (malfunctlon procedure) ....................
GLYCOL comp it (malfunction procedure) ....................
GLYCOL press - low or decr (malfunctlon procedure) ..............
Glycol Pump Check ...............................
GLYCOL temp - hlgh or incr (malfunction procedure) ..............
I120 Dispenser Activation ...........................
H20 QUantITY - low or decr abnormally (malfunction procedure) .........



































LCC Recharge Procedure ............................
02 Demand Regulator Checkout .........................
02 Demand Regulator Check (Alternative), In-Flight ..............
02 QTY caut It (malfunction procedure) ....................
02 QUANTITY - 1or or decr (malfunction procedure) ...............
02 Supply Activation .............................
PART PRESS C02 - high (malfunction procedure) .................
Primary LiOH Cartridge Replacement ......................
Secondary LiOH Cartridge Replacement .....................
SUIT PAN It (malfunction procedure) ......................
SUIT/PAN warn It (malfunction procedure) ...................
Suit Fan Activation, Checkout, and Water Separator Check ...........
SUIT ISOL Valve Check .............................
Suit Leak in Depreeaurized Cabin .......................
SUIT PRESS - high (egress mode) (malfunction procedure) ............
SUIT PRESS - low (malfunction procedure) ...................
Egress, Final Subsystem Configuration for ....................
Emmain Disposal .................................
Enable W-Matrix Initialization ..........................
EPS
&-C volCale high (malfunction procedure) ...................
Ascent Battery Activation & Checkout .....................
Eat tb abnormal (UNSTACED) (malfunction procedure) ..............
BATTERY cauc it (STAC_) (malfunction procedure) ...............
BATTERY cauC It (UNSTACED) (malfunction procedure) ..............
Bus functions leer (malfunction procedure) ..................
Circuit Breaker Activation ..........................
DC BUS warn lc (STAGED) (malfunction procedure) ................
DC _JS warn it (UNSTAGED) (salfunction procedure) ...............
EPS Activation & Checkout ...........................
EPS B_aic (Staged) ..............................
EPS Buic (Unecaged) .............................
EPS Check, Poot-DPS Burn ...........................
EPS Periodic MouLt•tin s (Staged) .......................
EPS Periodic Honitorins (Unstaged) ......................
EPS PosCstasing Check .............................
EPS Preparation for DPS Burn .........................
EFS Premtaging Check .............................
EPS Preetagin8 Check - Lunar Contingency (One Ascent Battery Only) ......
EPS (Subeyatem Hanegement) ..........................
INVERTER cant It (malfunction procedure) ...................
Duty Cycle During Secondary Coolant Loop Operation ............
Lone of CDR Bus During Powernd Descent ....................
Lone of IJ4P Bun During Pavernd Descent ....................
Lunar Stay Battery Hanagement .........................
VOLTS - lov (malfunction procedure) ......................
Eruable Modification Routine (ROI) .......................
EVA Antenna, Raise ............................... .
EVA Antenna, SCow ................................
Event Timer, Set .................................























































Final AuCouacic Request TermiuCe Routine (RO0) ................. 4.6-40
Firn/Sncke in Cabin (Not in S-4t Loop) ...................... 5.3-3
PirnlSmlm in Suic Loop ............................. 5.3-3
FITR _UIS 4 12-14
Flagword8 4 4-33
Forward Hatch (Cabin Side), Clcee ........................ 4.15-13
Forverd thatch (Cabin Side), Open ......................... 4.15-13
F-6
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Forward Hatch Openins (Cabin Side), gmersency ..................
Forward Hatch (Outside), Close ..........................
Forward Hatch (Outslde), Open ..........................








AGS act error nonzero when tt should be zero (malfunction procedure) ..... 5.2-A
AGS act error zero when it should be nonzero (malfunction procedure) ..... 5.2-4
FDAI art error abnormal (malfunction procedure) ................ 5.2-4
FDAI OFF flag appears (malfunction procedure) ................. 5.2-5
FDAI total arc abnormal (malfunction procedure) ................ 5.2-5
G&C General ................................... 4.6-3
G&C Reference Data ............................... 4.4-2
GAC Reference _ .............................. 4.5-2
PaCe display abnormal (malfumction procedure) ................. 5.2-5
Pate gyro test fails (malfunction procedure) ................. 5.2-6
RNG/RNG RT pvr/si$ fail It (malfunction procedure) .............. 5.2-6
GDA Enable .................................... 4.5-27
Gylcol Loop Activation, Primary ......................... 4.2-9
Glycol Pump Check ................................ 4.2-21
Ground Track Determination Prosrmu (P21) ..................... 4.8-2
HEATERS
HEATER taut It (malfunction procedure) .................... 5.2-62
Heater Control Temperature Monitor Display .................. 4,5-39
Heaters Status Check ............................. 4.13-44
LR tamp abnormal (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-63
RCS quad 1 (2, 3, 4) trap abnormal (malfunction procedure) .......... 5.2-63
P-q tamp abnormal (malfunction procedure) ................... 5.2-62
S-band antenna tamp abnormal (malfunction procedure) ............. 5.2-62
H20 Dispenser Activation ............................. 4.13-16
LCG Recharge ................................... 4.13-1h
ICDU Zero .................................... 4.6-30
Coarse AliBnment, Docked _anual ....................... 4.9-16
D/U Orientation Determlnatlon Progrma (PSI) ................... 4.9-2
Powe r-Dmm ....................... , .......... 4.6-5
IHU Power-Up (L_ 0££) .............................. 4.6-4
Power-Up (LGC Operating) ........................... 4.6-4
Realign Program (P52) ............................ 4°9-$
Increment I_C Time ................................ 4.6-32
In-Flisht 02 Demand Regulator Check (Alternative) ................ 4.2-27
Initial Entry Status Check ............................ 4.2-2
Initial Intrevehicular Transfer to 124 ...................... 4.14-2
Initialize Erasable Dlmp Via Do_sllnk ...................... 4.6-32
Input A RLS for Pinpoint Landing ......................... 4.6-41
Installation of 16-_ Sequence Camera Wedse ................... 4.13-49
Install Drogue (CSM Side) ............................ 4.14-12





Install Drogue (It/ Side) ............................. 4.14-11
Interrupt Infestation .............................. 4.6-38
Intravshicular Operation ............................ 4.14-2
Intravehicular Transfer to CSN 4 14-S
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Intravehiculur Transfer co l.q (Second Crewman) .................. 4.14-3
ISS Coarse AliEn ................................. 4.9-14
J
Jet Select Logic .................................
L
Landing Confirmation Program (P68) ........................
Landing Gear Deploy ...............................
Landing Phase (ROD) Program (P66) ........................
Landing Radar Checkout, .............................









Landing Radar Spurious Test Routine (R77) .................... 4.6-82
Landing Raclar to Position 2, Command ....................... 4.6-82
LCA Duty Cycle During Secondary Coolant Loop Operation .............. 4.13-40
LCG Recharge ................................... 4.13-14
LGC/Q4C Clock Synchronisation Routine (R33) ................... 4.6-20
IF_C/DSICY Rostriccione .............................. 4.4-2
LGC Erasable Menory Dieplsy/Updace ........................ 4.6-35
LGC Idling Program (P00) ............................. 4.6-5
LGC Pover-Dovn Program (P06) ........................... 4.6-4
LGC Paver-Up ................................... 4.6-3
LGC Progrmm ................................... 4.4-10
POO - LGC Idling ...............................
P06 - I_C Paver-Dons .............................
P12 - Pavernd Ascent .............................
P20 - Rendezvous Nzviastion ..........................
P21 - Ground Track Determination .......................
P22 - Lunar Surface HavtaaCion ........................
P25 - Preferred Tracktn 8 Attitude .......................
P27 - LGC Update ...............................
P30 - External AV ...............................
P32 - CoelXipcic Sequence Initiation (CSI) ..................
P33 - Con.tent A_tLCuda (CDH) ........................
P34 - Tr_fer Phase Initiation (TPI) ......................
P35 - Trmmfer Phase Mtdcourme (TPN) .....................
P40 - DPS Thrust ...............................
P41 - RCS Thrust ...............................
P42 - APS Thrtmt ...............................
P47 - Thrust Monitor .............................
P$1 - ZI4E/ Orientation Determin-t/on ......................
P52 - DG/ Realign ...............................
P57 - Lunar Surface Align ...........................
P63 - Braking Phase ..............................
P64 -Approach Phase .............................
P66 - Lamd£n8 Phase (ROD) ...........................
P68 - Iamdin8 Confirnatioa ..........................
P70 - UPS Abort ................................
P71 - APS Abort ................................
P72 - CSN CoelXtpttc Sequence Initiation TarsetLn 8 ..............
P73 - CSN Con.tent A Altitude Targeting .................... 4.7-41
P74 - CSN Transfer Phase Initiation Targeting ................. 4.7-43
P7S - CSH Transfer Phase Hldcenrss Targeting ................. 4.7-46
P76 - Target AV (CSM) ............................. 4.7-33

































LGC Routines ................................... 4.4-11.
RO0 - Final Automatic Request Terminate .................... 4.6-40
R01 - Erasable and Channel Modification .................... 4.6-41
R03 - DAP Data Load .............................. 4.6-8
R04 - RR/LR Self-Test ............................ 4.6-64,80
R05 - S-Band Antenna ............................. 4.6-37
R30 - Orbit Parameter Display ......................... 4.8-3
R31 - Rendezvous Parmmeter Display ...................... 4.6-16
R33 - LGC/CNC Clock Synchronization ...................... 4.6-20
R36 - Rendezvous Out-of-Plane Display ..................... 4.7-32
R47 - AGS Initialization ........................... 4.6-23
R60 - Attitude maneuver routine ........... 4.6-12g-15,-27;4.8-8,-110-14+-17;
4.9-10;4.10-27,-44,-65,-79;4.12-17
R62 - Crew-Defined Maneuver .......................... 4.6-11
R63 - Rendezvous Final Attitude ........................ 4.6-13
R77 - LR Spurious Test ............................ 4.6-82
LGC Self-Test .................................. 4.6-17
LGC Update Program (P27) ............................. 4.6-6
Lighting
AOT Lighting Check .............................. 4.2-17
Caution &Narntng Array Checkout ....................... 4.2-19
COAS Lighting Check .............................. 4.2-18
DSK¥ Light Test ................................ 4.6-19
Lighting Activation & Checkout ........................ 4.2-16
LiOH Cartridge Replacement, Primary ....................... 4.13-9
LiOH Cartridge Replacement, Secondary ...................... 4.13-10
LM-to-CSM Power Transfer, Unstaged ................. , ...... 4,_-28
Load INU Attitude Error Meters .......................... 4.6-31
Low-Power S-Band Backup Voice, LBR Check With Steerable Antenna ......... 4.2-40
LRV Deployment .................................. 4.15-37
Lunar Launch Contingency Storage ......................... 4.15-42
Lunar Stay Operations ............................. 4.15-2
Lunar Surface HavIsatlon ............................. 4.8-22B
Lunar Surface Navlgstlon Program (P22) ...................... 4.8-22B
M
Halfunctlon Procedures .............................. 5.2-1
Abort Guidance Section ............................ 5.2-13
AGS warn It ............................... 5.2-14
DEDA response abnormal ......................... 5.2-14
Ascent Propulsion Section ........................... 5.2-27
ASC He PEG I (2) tb - bp ........................ 5.2-29
ASC HI PEG cant It .......................... ; 5.2-29
ASC PRESS warn It ............................ 5.2-28
ASC QTY taut it ............................. 5.2-29
Fuel or oxid press abnormal ....................... 5.2-29
Fuel or oxld temp abnormal ....................... 5.2-29
He press abnormal or decr ........................ 5.2-29
Coannunlcatlon Subsystem ........................... $.2-43
Cannot acquire phsemlock ........................ 5.2-46
Loss of ICS ............................... 5.2-44
Loss of S-band voice comm ........................ 5.2-45
Loss of YHF voice coemvtth CSH ..................... 5.2-44
Loss of voice coa_ with EVA (one man EVA) ................ $.2-47
HSFN reports loss of PCM. S-band voice OR ............... 5.2-46
One crevman has abnormal (unselected) hot mike ............. 5.2-44
S BD RCVR eaut It ............................ 5.2-46





Control Electronics Section .......................... 5.2-15
Abnormal dynm_Lce during HPS thrusting .................. 5.2-19
Abnormal vehicle dynuic8 (non-HPS) .................... 5.2-16
AGS Pulse or direct cads abnormal ..................... 5.2-18
CES AC warn It .............................. 5.2-22
CES DC warn It .............................. 5.2-22
ENG Q4BL taut It ............................. 5.2°20
EN@ THRUST & Qfl) THRUST ind do not agree/off schedule ........... 5.2-21
124 drifts out of deadband ......................... 5.2-17
No HPS ignition at TI0 - O ........................ 5.2-21
No HPS shutdovn .............................. 5.2-2o
I_NS minimum impulse (V76) ends abnormal ................. 5.2-17
PRE AMPS taut lC ............................. 5.2-22
Premature MPS ignition ........................ ; . 5.2-20
Prop ends abnormal ............................ 5.2-18
TTCA cads abnormal ............................ 5.2-19
Descent Propulsion Section .......................... 5.2-23
DES lie BEG I (2) Cb - bp ......................... 5.2-25
DES He REG 2 (1) Cb - gray ........................ 5.2-25
DES QTY gem lc .............................. 5.2-26
DES BEG warn lc .............................. 5.2-24
Fusl/oxid press abuornal ......................... 5.2-24
Yuel/oxid Cemp abnormal .......................... 5.2-25
FUEL VENT/OXID VENT Cb - ebnormal ..................... 5.2-26
lie press abnormal ............................. 5.2-25
P_S £nd 8bnornal .............................. 5.2-26
Electrical Po_tr Subsystem .......................... 5.2-35
A-C voltage h4sh ............................. 5.2-40
5 Bat Cb abnormal (UNSTAGED) ........................ 5.2-40
5 Bat cb abnormal (UNSTA_.ED) ........................ 5.2-40
Bat cb 8be,final (STAGED or UNSTAGED) .................... 5.2-40
BATTERY taut It (STATED or UNSTAGED) .................... 5.2-39
Bus functions l,at ........................ .... 5.2-42
DC BUS yarn It (STAG sin) .......................... 5.2-38
IX: BUS warn It (UNSTAGED) ......................... 5.2-36
INVERTER cauc it ............................. 5.2-40
VOLTS - low ................................ 5.2- 36
Environmental Control Subsystem ........................ 5.2-49
CABIN press - high ............................ 5.2-51
CABIN PRESS - 1ms or deer ......................... 5.2-50A
CABIN warn It ............................... 5.2-50A
C02 It .................................. 5.2-54A
ECS caut It ................................ 5.2-54
GLYCOL caut It .............................. 5.2-55
GLYCOL c,rap lZ .............................. 5.2-54A
GLYCOL press - low or deer ........................ 5.2-56
GLYCOL tap - high or Lncr ........................ 5.2-55
li20 QUANTITY - low or deer 8bnormally ................... 5.2-50
li20 SEP It ................................ 5.2-54
02 QTY caut It .............................. 5.2-53
02 QUANTITY de 53- low or cr ......................... 5.2-
PART PRESS C02 - high ........................... 5.2-54A
SUIT PAN It ............................... 5.2-54
SUIT/FAN warn It ............................. 5.2-52
SUIT PRESS - high (egress mode) ...................... 5.2-52
SUIT PRESS - low ............................. 5.2-52
Exploaive l)eviee8 ............................... 5.2-57
IS) ItELAYS _ut It ............................. 5.2-58
STAGE SEQ RELAY SYS A or B It - off vhen 14_TI_ Ale4 - ON ......... 5.2-59
STAGE SI_ RELAYS STS A & B Its - off when tL4,STI_ A_ - ON ......... 5.2-59
MSFN Advises Both Sys A & B IC7-1_1.q Failed ................. 5.2-60





Guidance & Control Flight Displays ...................... 5.2-3
AGS acc error nonzero vhan tC should be zero ............... 5.3-4
•_S ace error zero vhan tc should be nonzero ............... 5.2-4
lqOAI acc error abnormal .......................... 5.2-4
FDAT OFF flee appears ........................... 5.2-5
lq)AI total act abnormal .......................... 5.2-5
RaCe display abnormal ........................... 5.2-5
Rate syro test fail8 .......... 5.2-6
Heaters .................................... 5.2-61
HEATER taut IC .............................. 5.2-62
LR temp abnormal ....... 5.2-63
ItS tap abnormal ................. 5.2-62
 -b,d an e,, ;b o l" • :. : ..... . :. :: 5.2-62
Primary Guidance a Navlsatlon SecClon ..................... 5.2-7
ALT lC .................................. 5.2-10
GIMBAL LOCK IC .............................. 5.2-9
ISS warn It ................................ 5.2-8
LGC test ................................. 5.2-12
LGC warn 1c ................................ 5.2-9
NO TRACK It ................................ 5.2-11
RESTART 1C ................................ 5.2-9
RNDZ RDR cauC It ............................. 5.2-11
T_4P It .................................. 5.2-9
TRACKER Ic ................................ 5.2-8
VEL it .................................. 5.2-10
Reaction Control Section ........................... 5.2-31
He press low or decr ........................... 5.2-32
POHD abnormal ............................... 5.2-32
ACE A (B) _ warn It ........................... 5.2-33
RCS caut lc ................................ 5.2-32
RCS press or reap sbnonml ........................ 5.2-32
ACE _ warn lc .............................. 5.2-33
TB abnormal (QUA])) ............................ 5.2-33
TB abnormtl (MAIN SOV, CRSPD, ASC FEED) .................. 5.2-33
MESA Operation .................................. 4.15-34
MESA Equipment Handltn s and Transfer ..................... 4.1_-36
MESA Exterior Blanket Removal ......................... 4.15-35
MESA HetshC Adjustment ............................ 4.15-35
MESA Manual Deployment ............................ 4.15-35
MESA Remote Deployment ............................ 4.lS-3h
SAC Removal .................................. 4.15-37
Camera Deployment ............................. 4.15-36
Hlsston Timer, Set ................................ 4.2-20
Mode I Attitude Error Display .......................... 4.6-38
Hods II Attitude Error Display .......................... 4.6-38
HPS Basic (Stqed) ................................ 4.13-28
HPS Basic (UUteEed) ............................... 4.13-28
Nsvisatlon ................ 4.8-2
"eviSatian, LH Eandesvous .. :.. :... : : :. : :. : : : : : : : :. : : : 4.8-5
Navigation. Lunar Surface ............................ 4.8-22
Navisation, Orbital ............................... 4.8-2
Noun List .................................... 4.4-14




Option Codes (V04 N06, V04 N12, or V05 N06) ....................
Orbital _vigation ................................
Orb£t_ Thrust ..................................
Orbit Parameter Display (?GNCS 630 & AGS) ....................
ORDEAL Initialization ..............................
Overhead _ttch (CSH Side), Close .........................
Overhead Hatch (CSM S£de), Open .........................
Overhead Hatch (I_ Side), Close .........................
Overhead Hatch Ct_ Side), Open ..........................
02 Demand 6egulator Checkout ...........................
02 Demand Regulator Check (Alternative), In-Fl£ght ................














P_ Cooling, Reverse 02 UubilLcals for ......................
PGNCS
AGS Initlsllzatlon Rout/he (R47) ....................... 4.6-23
Crew-DefXnad _aneuver Routine (662) ...................... 4.6-11
DAP Data Load Routine (R03) .......................... 4.6-8
DSk'Y Light Test ................................ 4.6-19
Erasable Hodificatlon Routine (601) ...................... 4.6-41
Enable W-Hatrix Initialization ........................ 4.6-33
Final Automatic Request Teruinate Routine (600) ................ 4.6-40
Fresh Start .................................. 4.6-29
IC_U Zero ................................... 4.6-30
DW Paver-Dawn ................................ 4.6-5
DW Paver-Up (LGC Off) ............................ 4.6-4
DW Pmmr-Up (LGC Operating) ......................... 4.6-4
Incranenc I_C Time .............................. 4.6-32
Iuttislise Erasable D_p Via Dmmlink ..................... 4.6-32
Input _RLS For Pinpoint Landins ........................ 4.6-41
Interrupt Intesrat£on ............................. 4.6-38
LGCICHC Clock Syuchronisatioe Routine (633) .................. 4.6-20
LGC Erasable Hemory Display/Update ...................... 4.6-35
LGC Xdl£n8 Program (P00) ............................ 4.6-5
LGC Pmmr-Dmm Program (P06) ......................... 4.6-4
L_ Pmmr-Up ............................. .... 4.6-3
I_C Self-Test ................................. 4.6-27
I_C Update Program (P27) ........................... 4.6-6
Load DW Attitude Error _ttsre ........................ 4.6-31
Node I Attitude Error Display ......................... 4.6-38
Mode TI Attitude Error Display ........................ 4.6-38
Hove This VehLcla State Vector to Other State Vector ............. 4.6-39
OEDK4_I. Zn£tial £sat£on ............................. 4.6-33
I_ICS/_S ................................... 4.7-2
P_CS/_S Align ..... ........................... 4.9-17
I_DICS (Alignsant) ............................... 4.9-2
PGNCS Attitude Bold/Late Comaad ....................... 4.5-4
P_/CS Attitude Hate/Error Display " 4 5-32
PGHCS Automatic ................................ 4.5-2A
I_NCS L_mr Surface AJlja Program (P$7) .................... 4.9-22
I_NCS 141a£mm Impulse ............................. 4.5- 4A
P(_iCS (Prethruet) ............................... 4.7-3:2
PGNCS Tots1 Attitude Display ......................... 4.5-30
l_lS . .................................... 4.6-3
PIP& Bias E_ssurmmnt & Loadin 8 ........................ 4.6-21
Preferred Tracking Attitude Program (P25) ................... 4.6-26
Hate of Descent Controller/LGC Interface Check ................ 4.6-23
4.13-15




Rendezvous Final Attitude Routine (R63) ....................
Rendezvous Parameter Dimply Eoutias (R31) ..................
Restart . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . , , . , . . , . . . . .
IU_ CDU Zero ..................................
S-Band Antenna Routine (X05) .........................
Shov Bsnksum .................................
W-Hacrix Error Display ............................
PIPA Bias Heuurement & Loadln8 .........................
PISS
Coolln8 H20 Chanseover . L_ H20 (LCG) to PLSS H20 ...............
Coolin8 H20 Chenseover, PISS H20 to I_ H20 (LCG) ...............
PLSS/EVCS Electrical Checkout, One-Ham EVA ..................
PLSS/EVCS Electrical Checkout, Two-Ham EVA ..................
PISS Recharse .................................
Feedveter Reservoir and Auxiliary Tank Xecharse, Gravity Environment . . .
Oxygen Recharge ..............................
Vacuum Changeover -PLSS to LH ........................
Post-EVA Final Subsystems Confisuration .....................
Powered Ascent .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pouered Ascent Prosram (P12) With AGS Pollowup/In Control ............
Pouered Descent .................................
Power Transfer, LH-Co-CSM (Uuscased) .......................
Preferred Trackin8 Attitude Prosrsm (P25) ....................
Prelaunch CXoneouc Chuck .............................
Prethrust ..................Pri--ryClycol At.vat'on ....
Primary Subl./_ator Activation ..........................






























Command Landin8 Radar to Posit:ion 2 ...................... 4.6-82
Landin8 Radar Checkout ............................ 4.6-80
Lmsdlns Radar Power-Up ............................ 4.6-79
Landing Radar Power-Down ................... . .... . . . 4.6-83
Landin8 P_dar Spurious Test Routine (R77) ................... 4.6-82
Radar Sisnal Strenst:h Display ......................... 4.5-_
Rendezvous Radar Coarse Alien ......................... 4.6-69
Rendezvous Radar Cont:inuous DesisnsCe, Terminate ............... 4.6-79
Rendezvous Radar feLt:LaX ActiviCion & Checkout ................ 4.6-64A
Rendezvous Radar LH State Vector Update, A_S _mual .............. 4.8-19
Rendezvous Radar _anusl DesiSuaCion co Node IX ................ 4.6-70
Rendezvous Radar Nahum1 S/de-Lobe Acquis4tion Check & Ma_-Lobe Acqu4aition
Verification ............................... 4.6-71
Rendezvous Radar Power-Up ........................... 4.6-64
IU_ Azimuth Rate/Elevation Rate Display .................... 4.5-36
RR CDU Zero .................................. 4.6-31
RR LOS Azi-uth and Elevation Displsy (V85) .................. 4.5-40
RR Shaft Ansle/Trunnion Ansle Display ..................... 4.5-35
Range/P_nlce Rate Display ............................. 4.5-37
RaCe Gyro Check ................................. 4.6-54
Race of Descent Controller/LGC Interface Check .................. 4.6-23
RCS Burn for Lunar Impact (Umusmud Ascent Stase) ................ 4.10-53
RCS Hot/Cold Firins Check ............................ 4.2-57
RCS Peridoic Honitorin8 ............................. 4.13-34
RCS Pressurisation ................................ 4.2-54
RCS Primary CoL1 _*nable ............................. 4.5-2
RCS St:main s ................................... 4.12-9
RCS Thrust Prosrm (P41) Nith AGS Follmmp/ln Control .............. 4.10-38
RCS Translation ................................. 4.5-28
Relay Node: CSI4 Voice Co MSFN .......................... 4.13-22
Relay 14ode: EVA (One-l_n EVA) .......................... 4.1:3-21
Relay Hode: EVA (Tvo-_m EVA) .......................... 4.13-20





Rendezvous F/naZ Attitude Routine (R63) ..................... 4.6-13
ltendezvmm NIvigetiou LM 4 8 6J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • --
Rendezvous Nsviaation Proaram (P20), LN ..................... 4.8-6
Rendezvous Out-of-Plane Display Routine (R36) .................. 4.7-32
Rendezvous Paremeter Display Routine (R31) .................... 4.6-16
Restart ..................................... 4.6-36
S-bed Activation & Checkout, Using Osni Antenna .................
S-Band Antenna CooZdoun .............................
S-Band Antenna Routine (g05) ...........................
S-Band Backup Voice & Keying Check ........................
S-Band Confisuration for LOS ...........................
S-Band _ Enable ................................
S-Band FH Check ....................
.......S-Band LBR Data Eusble ......
S-Band KanBina, Voice, and Telementry Check ...................
S-Band Steerable Antenna Activation and Checkout .................
Secondary S-Bnnd Transceiver & Power Auplifier Check ...............





Sleep Station, Deploy .............................




State Vector, Hove This VehicZe State Vector to Other ..............
Sublinator Activation, Prinary ..........................
Sublinator Dryout ................................
Sublinator Dryout, Preparation for ........................
Subsystem Activation ...............................
Subsystem Conf£auretion for EVA Preparation ...................
Subsystem Deactivation ..............................
Subsysten Deactivation, FineZ ..........................
Subsystem llanaseaent ...............................
Suit Fan Activation, Checkout, and Mater Separator Check .............
SUiT ZSOL Valve Check ..............................
S_lbols and Abbreviations, Definikions of ....................
Terser AV Prosrem (P76) .............................
Thrust Displ_ ..................................
Thrnet Nonitor Prosrmt (P47) ...........................
Thrust, Orbital .................................
Tiemr Electroluminascent (EL) Numeric Chock ...................
Torque Gyros ...................................
Transfer Phase Initiation (L_ P34, AFA 410+30000, Search; & 410+60000, Ew_tcute) .
Transfer Phase _Ldcourne (LOC P3S, AEA 410+A0000) ................
Transfer to CSN, Cra_san Vacuum, .........................
TrJasfar to CSN, Intravehicular .........................
Transfer to LM (Second Crmman), Zntravehicular .................
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ALPH_ETZCAL ZNDKX (cone)
Transfer Umbilical, Crewman D/_connecc ......................
Transfer, Usin80PS, m--rSenCy ..........................
Trenalecion Control Modu ............................
Tunnel Pressure EClUalLzacion From IJ4 .......................
Turmel Pressurisation From I24, Usin 8 1.14 Consmmbles ...............
Tunnel Prsssur£naC/on From IJ4, Without Uslns LM Conmumablu ...........
TV Camera Deployment ...............................










Undocking From CSM, Lid ..............................
Urine Collect:Ion Assembly, Transfer Urlne to Small ................





Vacuum Brush Operation .............................. 4.14-24
Vacuum Chanseover - PISS co I25 .......................... 5.3-5
Verbs
Verb List ................................... 4.4-12
V40 - Zero C:DU (N20) ............................. 4.6-30
V40 - Zero CDU (N72) ............................. 4.6-31
V41 - Coarse-Allgn CDU (N20) ......................... 4.9-14
V4X - Coarse-Altsn C:DU (N72) ......................... 4.6-69
V42 - Ftne-AZtgn _ ........ ..................... 4.9-15
V43 - Load FI)AX Error Needles ......................... 4.6-31
V44 - Terminate RR Continuous Desisnace .................... 4.6-79
V47 - InLcieIJ.ze AGS (R47) .......................... 4.6-23
V48 - SCare DAP DaCe Load Routine (R03) .................... 4.6-8
V49 - SCare Crew-Defined Hausuver (R62) .................... 4.6-11
V55 - Increment LGC Time ........................... 4.6-32
V59 - Commnd LR Co Posit:ion 2 ........................ 4.6-82
V61 - Display DAP At:t:lt:ude Error ....................... 4.6-38
V62 - DispXay Toes]. Attitude Error ...................... 4.6-38
V63 - P,X/LR Self-TuC (R04) ......................... 4.6-64,80
V64 - Scare S-Band Antenna Bout/us (R05) ................... 4.6-37
V66 - Vehicles ACt:ached: Hove This Vehicle St:ace Veer:or Co OCher Vehicle . . . 4.6-39
V67 - t,;-I'iacrix I_/S Error Display ....................... 4.6-39
V69 - Rest:art: ................................. 4.6-36
V70 - Update Lift:off Time ........................... 4.6-6
V71 - Universal Updat'e, Block Address ..................... 4.6-6
V72- UnlversaX Update, Sin81e Address .................... 4.6-6
V73 - Update _ Time ............................. 4.6-6
V7h - Initialize Erasable D_ap v18 Dovnlink .................. 4.6-32
V78 - Scare LR Spurious Return Test (R77) ................... 4.6-82
V79 - Scop LR Spurious Return TuC (R77) ................... 4.6-82
V82 - lh_lumac Orbit ParmMcor Display (R30) .................. 4.8-3
V83 - Request Rendezvous ParomeCar D/4plsy (R3I) ............... h.6-16
V89 - Scare Rendezvous Y/_tI ACe/Cuds Maneuver (R63) ............. h.6-13
V90 - Request Rendezvous Out-of-Plane DispXsy (R36) .............. 4.7-32
V91 - Shov BankJum .............................. 4.6-].7
V93 - Enable W-HaCrLx ln4Cis2£zacion ..................... 4.6-33
V96 - Interrupt Iuce8rat:ion and So co POO ................... 4.6-38
VHF Accivat:ion & Checkout: ............................ 4.2-31
VltP B DaCe Enable ................................ 4.X3-23
ViiP B Simplex Check ............................... 4.2-33
VHF leans/us Check ................................ 4.13-24




W&Bte M&neemmDt • • • • • • • • • - • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Defecation Disposal .......... , • ..................
Emes18 Disposal ................................
Transfer Urine to D/S Waste Container (Alternettve Node) ...........
Transfer Urine to D/S Waste Container (Prime IMIocle) ..............
Transfer Urine to Snail Urine Collection Assembly ...............
Water Separator Check ..............................
W-Matrix Error Dtspl_ ..............................
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